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PREFACE 

This introduction to Palestinian Jewish Aramaic presupposes 

a general knowledge of Hebrew or of some other Semitic language, 

such as Syriac or Arabic. It is intended primarily to equip students 

for the reading of the Targums (OJ) and the Aramaic portions of 

the Palestinian Talmud and jMidrashim (PTM), and to provide a 

help to the study of the Aramaic elements contained in the writings 

of the New Testament. 

The Aramaic of the books of Ezra and Daniel is perhaps best 

learned after a study has been made of one of the dialects just 

named. Its forms and uses, therefore, are noted in a supplemen¬ 

tary way throughout the grammar. At the same time those who 

choose to begin with Old Testament Aramaic (OTA) may do so 

with the help of the special paradigms at the end of the book and 

by concentrating chiefly on the notes marked OTA, which have 

been placed towards the close of most of the sections into which 

the grammar is divided. 

The pioneer work of Gustaf Dalman is everywhere presupposed 

and made use of. His grammar of OJ and PTM formulates the 

now accepted principles of their treatment (see p. 9) and provides 

an inexhaustible store-house of material for further investigation. 

In accordance with his conclusions the punctuation of the supra- 

linear hlSS. is taken as a standard, although transliterated uniformly 

into the familiar sublinear system and so, in some particulars, made 

more precise (see § 2). 

Dalman’s grammar does not include syntax, so that the notes on 

syntax are a special feature of this grammar and are based almost 

entirely on the writer’s personal observations. The references 
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4 PREFACE 

added to the syntactical notes, and in other cases also, are 

intended to show the range of the evidence found, and to make 

it easy to test and supplement the conclusions drawn. They are 

not intended to be used by beginners. The evidence for the 

syntax of PTIM has been taken wholly from the texts of Dalman’s 

Dialektprohen, 

The scantiness of the material available for the study of OTA 

often makes the formulation of general statements about it 

difficult and practically inexpedient. The method adopted, there¬ 

fore, has frequently been that of giving a precise numerical state¬ 

ment of the facts. The paradigm of the verb, also, has been made, 

more closely than is usual, a reproduction of existing verbal forms. 

Strack’s edition of the texts, in his Biblical Aramaic Grammar, is 

assumed to be referred to, except when otherwise stated. Special 

note has been made of the evidence of the supralinear MSS. of 

OTA, of which Strack gives specimens. 

References to the Targum of Onkelos are made implicitly to the 

supralinear editions of Kahle, Merx, and Praetorius, so far as they 

go (see Literature, p. 8). In the case of Gen. 1-4 and 24, the 

source is Merx’s Chresiomathy, for other parts of the Pentateuch, 

Berliner’s Otikelos is used. The references to Dalman’s Dialekt- 

proben are made by means of figures referring to the page, para¬ 

graph, and line, generally without mention of the title, sometimes 

with the abbreviation Chrest. prefixed. 

Much of the material in most sections of the grammar may be 

passed over on a first reading. Students working without a teacher 

are recommended to confine themselves at first to the notes marked 

with an asterisk. One or two sections which should be read com¬ 

pletely are similarly marked. Those who have a fair working 

knowledge of Plebrew may begin to read the chapters of Genesis 

contained in IMerx’s Chresiomathy after they have completed § 8 of 

the Grammar. Only texts with a supralinear vocalization should 
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be used at first. Dalman’s interesting Dialektproheji^ if it can be 

obtained, may be commenced at p. 14, after a few chapters of the 

Targum have been read. Unfortunately the Dialektprohen is now 

out of print and there is no immediate prospect of its re-issue. 

The publication of further selections from the Aramaic portions of 

the Jerusalem Talmud, with an English vocabulary, would be of 

great assistance to English students of this literature. 

The language of the Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C., 

recently edited and translated by A. Cowley (1923), is closely 

related to the idioms of OJ, PTM, and OTA. The announcement 

by the editor of his intention to publish a grammar of the dialect 

of these papyri makes it superfluous to apologize for its exclusion 

from the scope of the present work. Still it may be said that, on 

the scale of treatment here attempted, no more than three dialects 

could properly be included. A more comprehensive work must be 

preceded by other detailed studies, which do not yet exist. 

It is a very pleasant duty to acknowledge the help and en¬ 

couragement the writer has received from the members of the 

Society for Old Testament Study ^ both individually and collectively. 

Without the assurance of their support and interest this grammar 

would never have been published nor expanded into its present 

form. Special thanks are due to my friend, the energetic and 

resourceful secretary, Dr. T. H. Robinson, of Cardiff University 

College. 

I am greatly obliged to the readers of the Clarendon Press for 

their vigilant attention to every detail and to the Delegates for the 

cordiality of their acceptance of my work. I\Iy Assistant, Mr. E. 

J. Harris, B.D., has twice read through the proofs and has verified 

many references and has helped to remove inaccuracies that might 

otherwise have escaped detection. 

WM. B. STEVENSON. 
Glasgow, 5th March, 1924. 
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PALESTINIAN JEWISH ARAMAIC 

§ I. INTRODUCTION 

Dalman’s Granwiar of Jewish-Palesiinian A j'ainaic (Leipzig, 

1894) opened a new period in the study of the Aramaic dialects. 

It separated clearly for the first time the dialects of the Targums, 

Talmuds, and IMidrashim, and it supplied a coherent and correct 

vocalization of the grammatical forms of the Targum of Onkelos 

and of the related dialect used in the Palestinian Talmud. The 

vocalization was based upon Yemenite 1\ISS., which employed 

supralinear vowel signs. The second edition of Dalman’s grammar 

(1905), along with his dictionary (1901), supplemented and revised 

his early work, but did not change its fundamental character. 

It was now made clear that the Targums of Onkelos (Penta¬ 

teuch) and Jonathan (Prophets) were written in practically the 

same Aramaic dialect (OJ), somewhat modified by the influence 

of the Hebrew originals, and that the Palestinian Talmud and 

Midrashim preserved the remains of another dialect (PTIM), closely 

related to the former. Because of this relationship Dalman sup¬ 

plied the unvocalized texts of PTM with vowels determined for 

the most part by the analogy of the supralinear tradition of the 

Targums. In this whole literature he saw% with good reason, the 

best avenue of approach to the Aramaic speech of Palestine in 

the time of Christ and a valuable help to the study of the language 

and thought of the New Testament. 

The origin, character, and variations of the supralinear MSS. of 
2765 15 



lO § I. INTRODUCTION 

the Targums have been greatly elucidated by the patient and 

extensive researches of Paul Kahle (published in 1913). His 

conclusions may be summarized as follows. The oldest and best 

tradition of the Aramaic of the Targums is contained in MSS. of 

Babylonian (i.e. Mesopotamian) origin. The Yemenite MSS. 

represent this tradition modified by the principles of the school of 

Tiberias in Palestine. The measure of Palestinian influence in¬ 

creased as time went on, so that the older Yemenite MSS. are 

nearer to the Babylonian tradition than the later. The sublinear 

vocalization of Berliner's edition of Onkelos goes back ultimately 

to a MS. which used the supralinear system. The forms of 

Berliner’s edition are not real Aramaic forms, but through them 

we niay reach a supralinear tradition similar to that of the MSS. 

which employ a supralinear vocalization. 

The texts of PTM are to a large extent stories written in a 

simple popular style. The language, according to Dalman, is that 

of Galilee in the third and fourth centuries a.d. Part of what is 

contained in the Midrashim may be dated as late as the sixth 

century. There are some differences of vocabulary between the 

Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan, but no very obvious differences 

of grammar. The Aramaic of these Targums has a more literary 

character than the language of the Galilean stories, and is supposed 

to have been moulded first in Judea. The Targums themselves 

may not have received their final literary form before the fifth 

century, but the idiom in which they are written probably goes 

back at least to the second century and perhaps earlier. Dalman’s 

interpretation of the phraseology of the New Testament in the 

light of Aramaic usage proceeds on the view that we have in OJ 

and PTM, respectively, close approximations to the literary and 

popular forms of the language of Palestine in the time of Christ.^ 

^ See especially Dalman’s IVords of Jesus ^ Introduction, section viii. The 
most recent attempt to show the influence of Aramaic upon a NT writer is 
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§ 2.^ ORTHOGRAPHY 

1. In unvocalized texts (PTM) X, n, 1, and ' are freely used to 

indicate vowels. Waw and yodh frequently denote short vowels, 

as well as long vowels. Typical examples are: nh'D = 

pyx = p-jx, bi2p^^ = bDiptp, xS:'j; = x^^v, pn'x = pjnx, 'T'b'’n''x = 
i'>nx, xiai: = xm-i, , XDin =x?2n, x?:)h or x?2n. The 

stem vowel of the inflected forms of segholate nouns (xb'V) and 

the preformative vowel of verbal reflexives (T’i5'’n''X) are commonly 

indicated in this way. The insertion of vowel signs into texts originally 

unvocalized accounts for the existence of forms like P^'X, &c. 

In unvocalized texts n and may be written for consonantal waw 

and yodh in the middle of a word (e. g. pb’'^’ = and for 

diphthongal ai or for ^ pronounced as a double consonant, with 

daghesh (e.g. = DJp). and n both represent a final long 

vowel, especially d. In PTM and OJ X is the more commonly 

used. In OTA x is preferred in some cases, e.g. to represent the 

emphatic ending x (§ 8), n in other cases, e.g. in the feminine 

termination iT. In |XD (who?) and (he entered) X denotes 

the short d, in order to distinguish these words from the preposi¬ 

tions iP and b. But iP and bv are generally used. Final diph¬ 

thongal az is often denoted by 'x. 

2. The punctuation of the MSS. of Babylonian origin published 

by Kahle is by no means uniform, varying through several stages 

from a quite simple system to one which is highly complex. The 

system of the Yemenite MSS. is a variation of the simple Babylonian 

system, and the resemblances and differences of these two are, 

principally, what is explained in the following notes. 

C. F. Burney’s Aramaic Origin of the Foiu'th Gospel (1922). It gives a most 

valuable synopsis of the Aramaic idioms and constructions which may be 

looked for in the Greek of NT. 

' This section may be omitted when the grammar is being read for the first 

time. A knowledge of the ordinary Hebrew alphabet is presupposed. 

B 2 



§ 2. ORTHOGRAPHY I 2 

3. In the simple Babylonian punctuation there are signs for 

daghesh (a supralinear ^ or^) and raphe (supralinear P or which, 

however, are seldom used (Kahle, p. 167). Some Yemenite MSS. 

do not employ daghesh at all (as in Merx, pp. 57 ff.), others regu¬ 

larly use the Palestinian sign (so in Judges and Joshua as edited by 

Praetorius). The supralinear MSS. of OTA in Strack occasionally 

exhibit the Babylonian signs for daghesh (Dan. 4. 24, 5. 8, i2,&c.) 

and raphe (Dan. 5. 7, 12). 

4. The supralinear punctuation at first had no sign equivalent 

to the Palestinian silent shewa. Some Babylonian MSS., however, 

which use a complex system of punctuation, employ the sign for 

vocal shewa ambiguously as in the Palestinian system. In Yemenite 

MSS. the shewa sign usually represents only vocal shewa, although 

in some few cases it may represent Palestinian silent shewa also. 

5. Pathah furtive is seldom represented in either the Babylonian 

or the Yemenite MSS., but was, presumably, pronounced in the 

positions indicated by the Palestinian tradition, and so may be 

introduced into a sublinear transliteration of the supralinear signs. 

The suffix (§ 4) is, however, to be excepted from this treat¬ 

ment, in accordance with the analogy of OTA. 

6. The following vowel signs are used in the supralinear system 

of the simplest type : 

Qames . . ^ Holem . . . ' 

Pathah and seghol ^ Shureq . . . ' 

Sere . . . " Vocal shewa . . 
Hii-eq . . • (including hatephs) 

The first six of these signs denote regularly both long vowels 

and short vowels. Qames at first had only the sound of d in 

‘ psalm' (approximately), not that of d in ‘ ball and holem repre¬ 

sented both Palestinian 0 and Palestinian holem. The later 

Yemenite MSS., however, use qames for 0, so that, at different 
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periods, both and ^3 ^'’ere pronounced as Hebrew “^3. No 

distinction is made in the representation of pathah and seghol, 

although, presumably, both sounds were used in actual speech. In 

transliterating the supralinear pathah into sublinear writing, the 

analogy of OTA and of Hebrew will determine our choice between 

sublinear pathah and sublinear seghol. 

7. In Babylonian and sporadically in Yemenite MSS., pathah is 

used for hateph pathah, following x and y and sometimes following 

n and n (e.g. for for This usage occurs 

in the supralinear IMSS. of OTA (Dan. 3. 12, 3. 13, 4. 28, 4.29), 

but not consistently (Dan. 4. 32 5. 5 

8. Some supralinear IMSS. have forms like 

(= Hebrew instead of forms commencing with 

.5? or 5^. It is possible that this orthography represents an alterna¬ 

tive pronunciation of the words in question, but more likely that 

yodh, with sere, simply represented ..., just as pathah stood for . 

Similarly {Chres/. 29. 21) was neither a phonetic variant nor 

a grammatical equivalent of (i plur. impf. Pael), but was, 

originally, precisely the same word, differently spelled. This use 

of yodh (with sere) to denote vocal shewa occurs in the supralinear 

MSS. of OTA, and it throws fresh light on the Hebrew forms 

referred to in Gesenius-Kautzsch, § 23 h (”'^1S = 

9. Some supralinear MSS. write ' instead of especially at the 

beginning of words, but also in other cases (e.g. in 

Deut. 9. 28—Kahle, p. 14). This alternative orthography may 

also be understood to imply an alternative pronunciation—j’/ or z 

(cf. Syriac)—but it should rather be regarded as an alternative way 

of representing the sound that is usually written as vocal shewa. 

10. Hafoph qames is sometimes explicitly written in Yemenite 

MSS., especially in those of later date and especially in certain 

words, such as 

11. With the exceptions already noted, the hatephs of the sub- 
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linear system are not specially represented in the supralinear 

writing. Still the distinctive sounds of the hatephs were no doubt 

employed by those who wrote the supralinear system. The forms 

1 (and) and (who, which), which are used before certain con¬ 

sonants followed by vocal shewa, may be taken as proof that 

these following consonants were pronounced wuth hateph pathah. 

Hatephs may therefore be employed in transliterating the supra¬ 

linear into the sublinear system. 

12. In Babylonian MSS. and in the supralinear MSS. of OTA 

(Strack) ] is the form of the conjunction ‘ and ’ before words com¬ 

mencing with a consonant followed by vocal shewa (Dan. 3. 21, 

4. 29, 5. 20, 6. 5, 6. 17), even when that following consonant is 3, 

O, or D (Dan. 5. ii, 6. ii). Before 2, D, and 2 not followed by 

vocal shewa, the form of the conjunction is 1, implicitly, at least, 

since the vowel is generally not explicitly represented. In the 

Yemenite MSS. of OJ ^ is used in all these cases, as in sublinear 

Hebrew texts (so in Praetorius’s edition of Joshua and Judges and in 

Berliner’s O?ikelos). 

13. When the initial consonant of a word is followed by vocal 

shewa simple, the supralinear punctuation does not indicate its 

presence if it is preceded by the conjunction ) or ^ (Gen. i. 10, 

I. 17, Judg. I. 17, I. 22, Dan. 3. 21, 5. ii, 6. 17, &c.). This may 

imply that the vocal shewa in these cases, as in Hebrew and 

was no longer pronounced (so Dalman, p. 240). Some MSS. 

treat words that commence with n and n in the same way so that, for 

example, may perhaps be an alternative for (cf. Heb. ">'3nb). 

In the Babylonian MSS. and in the supralinear MSS. of OTA 

(Strack), however, vocal shewa following an initial consonant is 

frequently unrepresented in writing, especially in association with 

particular forms or words, such as the particles 2, 2, b, and 1. 

This implies that the absence of the sign of a hurried vowel (vocal 

shewa) is not a certain proof of its absence in speech, and makes 
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any conclusion regarding the case of the preceding paragraph 

uncertain. 

14. In OTA the diphthong ai causes mutation, like a simple 

vowel, and silent shewa is written after the yodh of the diphthong 

(e.g. in Compare also, perhaps, 

note 12) and (Ps. 116. 7, in the Hebrew Psalter). These 

analogies may be allowed to determine the sublinear vocalization of 

OJ and PTM in such words as (§ 6), (§ i ij riote 7), 

(§ 31); the pronominal suffixes and (§ 13). 

§ 3. PERSONAL PRONOUNS (nominative forms) 

PTM OJ 

Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. 

m X3X 
T-: 

(Xjn2) x:n^x X3X 
T 

1 com. 

pnx im pnx nx 2 masc. 

— (m pnx nx fern. 

prn, prx N‘?n p3X x^n 3 masc. 

prn, PAX N'n 1 X'n fern. 

Accent. 1*. In OJ and OTA the pronouns of the i person 

plural are accented on the penultimate syllable. This is one of the 

few exceptions to the general rule in these dialects that the last 

syllable of a word is accented. 

Forms. 2. The shortened forms and sometimes 

occur independently in PTM (cf. for and for 

They, and n = also coalesce with participles into tense forms 

(§21, note 7). 

3*. &c., are unvocalized spellings equivalent to &c. 

{§ 2. i). 
OTA. 4. For the forms of OTA see paradigm, p. 92. 

The last letter of is X three limes and once n. nnJX is 
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a Kt“thibh form, always changed to by Q®re, but pointed 

by the supralinear I\ISS. in Strack. pSX and ‘tsn occur, as nomina¬ 

tives, each once only. 

Idioms. 5. The expressions N^inn a certain man ’, 

§ 5, note 12) and N’’nn are used by PTIM in modesty for 

(cf. Hebrew and in curses or protestations for In 

polite address, for OJ uses and and PTM 

and (cf. Hebrew 'ilN;). 

6. For ‘ he himself’, &c., see § 4, note 6. 

§ 4. PERSONAL PRONOUNS (suffix forms) 

PTM OJ OJ, PTxM 

Plur. Plur. Sing. 

1 . T - 
' . I com. 

: : "n ^ 2 masc. 

r? : P? , . fern. 

, Pn ^ pn , .. 3 masc. 

rn: PP . ^. fern. 

1*. These suffixes are equivalent to English possessive adjectives 

and to the genitives of the personal pronouns in other languages. 

For the possessive pronouns see § 7, note 4. 

Forms. 2. The suffixes of the table are those joined to the 

singular stems of nouns ending with a consonant. In slightly 

different forms they are attached to verbs to express the accusatives 

of the personal pronouns (§ 36). (2 s. f.) and (3 s. f.), used 

in the marriage contract printed in Dalman’s Dialektprohen, p. 4 

(11. 4, 5,'6, 8), are older, uncontracted, forms of and respectively. 

See also § 12, note 2, and § 13. For the variations of OTA, see p. 93. 

^ See § 3, note i. 
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3. Merx [Chresf. Targurn.) prints in Gen. 2. 20 for 

and N’n'inn for nninri in Gen. 2. 21. 

Accus. Cases. 4*. The accusatives of the personal pro¬ 

nouns are expressed in three ways: (i) by suffixes (§ 36), (2) by 

hT, &c., (3) by &c. OJ nearly always follows the Hebrew text 

in its choice between a verbal suffix and an independent accusative 

form. In the latter case it regularly employs 'HL &c., seldom &c. 

For and after particc. see Gen. 3. 15 and Exod. 3. 9. 

In PTM '!?, &c.^ are used as accusatives after participles (18. 12, 

19. 5, 20. II, 14, &c.) and sometimes after finite forms of the verb 

(16. ii. 9, 26.3, 28.15). pronominal object after a verb is 

usually expressed by a suffix. 'D', &c., occur after participles 

(16. ii. 3, 23. 2), perfects (19. ii. 14, 21. 7, 25. ii. 5), and impff. (22. 

ii- 5)- 
In OTA the pronominal object of a verb is generally expressed 

by means of a suffix. But only the independent forms itDn (in 

Ezra), ptDH (in Daniel) and (Dan. 6. 25) are used for Hhem 

rij with a suffix occurs once (Dan. 3. 12, &c., only with 

participles (Dan. 2. 23, 4. 22, 29, 6. 17, Ezra 5. 2). 

Ethic Dative. 5. &c., are also used as ‘ ethic datives’, 

especially after verbs of motion. Examples : p?? (26. 

(24- ii. 5). 

Reflex. Pron. 6*. In PTM the reflexive pronouns are 

generally expressed by , &c., sometimes by &c. (Dalman, 

p. 115, § 13). In OJ the pronominal suffixes are used, in agree¬ 

ment with the Hebrew text, &c., being occasional alterna¬ 

tives. In PTM emphatic ‘he himself’ is expressed by ^3, 

‘this itself’ by NT ttD-j3 bb (NT = this, § 5). ’D-t3 means, literally, 

‘ my bone' (for its inflexion see § 12, note 4). 

OTA. 7. In MT (Baer, Ginsburg) is usual for NJ., but 

cf. pausal (Dan. 3. 17). Db and On occur only in Ezra, as 

alternatives to (^3 and pn. See Brockelmann, Gnmdriss, I. 113. 
2765 c 
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§ 5. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS AND 

ADJECTIVES 

PTM PTM OJ OJ 

Adjectives. Pronouns. Adjectives. Pronouns. 

this :n tnn, pnn pnn n (iji) n 
snn 

T T T 

sin 
T T T 

these p^n 
' •• T 

prN'n p?x 

Adjectives and Pronouns. 

that 
T 

('r^) x^inn 'pn 

T * T 5 • T • T 

those — jmn 
’ • T 

Forms. 1'*'. and are the forms of the Babylonian 

MSS. published by Kahle. and in the supralinear 

Yemenite MSS. are Hebraisms (Dalman). p.^n (i6. ii. 7) is 

pointed p.^n in Dalman’s paradigm (p. 397). 

2*, p^'N, and p^^< are the imvocalized spellings of PTM 

{§ 2. i). 
3. PP:n, nth, and P.^p occur as alternatives to ppp, &c. 

(e.g. 15.6) and are cited by Dalman (p. iii), but are held bv him 

to be incorrect forms (p. 120). 

4. PTM has a number of forms such as pp^ and (28. 24) in 

which N alternates with n. It also frequently uses contracted forms 

P.^^, &c.). P'n and ppp coalesce with a following into 

and D, 1 join with into ^'3, ''J (Dalman, p. 112). 

OTA. 5. For OTA forms see paradigm (p. 92). p2N for 

‘those’ (Dan. 2. 44) and for ‘these’ (Ezra 5. 15) occur each 

once only. |3p ‘ that ’ is both masculine (once) and feminine 

(twice). In OTA the same forms are used, without distinction, as 

adjectives and pronouns. See also notes 10 and 14. 
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Special usages. 6. occurs in PTM as an enclitic particle 

following interrogative pronouns (Dalman, Grammar, pp. in and 

224). In OJ it is similarly used to translate HT after (Gen. 

25.22) and also for HT associated with a numeral (Gen. 27.36, 

Judg. 16. 15). is sometimes used by OJ as a translation of 

Hebrew nb (Gen. 45.9, Exod. 3. 14 f., 5.10, 7.26, Josh. 24.2, 

Judg. II. 15, 2 Kings 19. 20). 

7*. is usually equivalent to (Judg. 6. 20, &c.) and 

seldom occurs otherwise (Gen. 27. 33). The pronoun ‘that’ in OJ 

is also expressed by (Gen. 2. 19, 41. 28, 42. 14, Exod. 16. 23, 

Amos 7.6), which might, therefore, properly be included in the table. 

Syntax. 8*. OJ generally distinguishes between adjective and 

pronoun forms. Exceptions are: {a) [h) p’jl instead of 

after a noun with a pronominal suffix attached, under the influence 

of the Hebrew text (Exod. 10. i, Josh. 2. 20, Judg. 6.14), (c) the 

phrase P!I = Di'n ‘ to-day’ (cf. p^n NDV ‘ this day’), {d) 

(Judg. 13. 23, 15.7). 

9. In PTM generally serves as the pronoun ‘ that ’ 

(16. ii. II and 13, 18. ii. 3) and other singular adjective forms are 

also freely used as pronouns (15. 6, 16. ii. 12, 28. 24). 

On the other hand, pronoun forms are used as adjectives 

(18. ii. 10 and ii—p"?!, 28. 13—P^N). p_^N, in particular, occurs 

more often than p.^n as an adjective (16. ii. 10, 17. ii. 8, 20. 21, 

24. ii. i). 

10*. In PTM a demonstrative nearly always stands before its 

associated noun (two exceptions in Chrest. 20. 12 and 21. 15 are 

both from the same narrative). In OJ the influence of the Hebrew 

text has established the rule that demonstratives follow the nouns 

they qualify. Exceptions agree with the order of the Hebrew text 

(Gen. 2. 23, Judg. 16.15, &c.) In OTA a demonstrative adjective 

generally follows, but may precede, an associated noun (Dan. 

2. 44). 
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11. Nouns qualified by a demons, adjective nearly always 

assume the emphatic form (see § 8, note 3). 

Idioms. 12. is used with proper names in the sense of 

‘ the w'ell-knowm ’ or ‘the previously-mentioned’ (15. ii. 2, 17. ii. i; 

similarly 22. ii. 9). is sometimes equivalent to ‘ a certain 

e.g. in the phrases N'lnn, xdP N^nn. p*;i. , , p-i (and nn _ . 

express ‘ this . . . that ’ or ‘ one . . . another’. 

13. w'ith suffixes of the third person is sometimes used as 

a demons, adjective or pronoun, like &c., in the Mishnah 

(Dalman, § 17. 8). 

14. In OTA before a noun governed by a preposition an antici- 

pative pronominal suffix is used in an emphasizing demonstrative 

sense ^ at that very time ’). The noun is then in the 

emphatic form (§ 8). So in PTAI ‘ he said to 

this same R. Jochanan’ (20. ii. 10). 

§ 6. INTERROGATIVES 

PTM OJ 

w^ho PP IP 

w’hat.? no 
T 

ND 
T 

which .? pi^M PT^' sing. masc. 

T •• 
fern. 

(r>«) plural com. 

1*. For the spelling INO see 1 ■ 2.1. r>N‘ 

not to occur in OJ. pl'M, &c., are the unvocalized spellings of 

pTn, &c. (§ 2. I and 14). 

2. In Pl'M N'ln IP contracts into and ND into '"p. In 

OJ PIP = n ^P (note 4). 

Usages. 3*. The meanings of ^^p are: what.? how.? w’hat kind 

of? and (with adjectives) how! S'p^ expresses ‘why.?’ and 
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‘how many?’ Questions introduced by so often 

expect a negative answer that this interrogative acquires the sense 

of a negative (§ 7, note 7). 

4. In OJ i'!] ^^9 or renders Hebrew nrnp (Gen. 27. 20, 

Judg. 18. 24), but |J“| ^<9.^ used for '^;r'"i9^ (§ 5? ^^ote 6). 

Syntax. 5. pn\s*, &c., are both pronouns and adjectives. 

Their associated nouns may stand in the emphatic form {Chres/. 

23.3 and 4, Isai. 66. i), but not necessarily. 

Interrog. Adverbs. 6. 1^* (OJ) and (PTM) = ‘where?’, 

= ‘whither?’ and 19 = ‘whence? ’ 99 (Gen. 29. 4) is also 

written for i9. 

OTA. 7. Only |9 and ^9 occur in OTA. IMost editors, in¬ 

cluding Baer and Ginsburg, point the former 19. In Dan. 3. 33 

'">9? (with an adjective) = how ! 

§ 7. THE RELATIVE PRONOUN 

Forms. 1*. In OJ and PTIM the relative pronoun is (unin¬ 

flected). In OTA and in OJ compounds (‘’J^’’'!, &c., note 4) the 

form is 

Idioms. 2*. without an antecedent means ‘ that which’, 

‘he who’, ‘those who’, &c. *n and N9 are 

also used to express these combinations. 

3*. before a genitive means ‘the possession of’, ‘those of’, 

‘ those belonging to &c. E.g. = ‘ the people of my house 

In reports of the opinions of the Rabbis, before the name of a 

Rabbi, it stands for ‘the opinion of’. 

Compounds. 4*. &c., ‘ that which is to me ’, ‘ that 

which is to thee&c., are the equivalents of the possessive pro¬ 

nouns mine, thine, &c., in OJ (cf. Dan. 2. 20). In PTIM &c., 

are more usual. 'Tl niay be a phonetic variant of (Barth) or 

= 1 + 'I' ‘ the possession of my hand ’ (Dalman). 
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5. + + K with suffixes, is treated as a substantive, meaning 

property (i6. ii. 2, 

6. In PTM is a contraction for and '1 occurs as a con¬ 

traction for (Dalman, p. 98). 

Conjunctional uses. 7*. is much used as a conjunction, 

—of time (when), place (where), cause (because), purpose (in order 

that), and introducing subject and object sentences (= Hebrew 

‘ that ’). Joined to prepositions it gives them the force of conjunc¬ 

tions ("J = after, ny = until or whilst). 13 ‘ when ’ and 

‘ lest ^ or ‘ perhaps ’ (Ezra 7. 23 nipb '‘^) are compounds with 3 and 

(§ 6, note 3) respectively. 3 ^13 is used for ‘ because ’ and 

‘ in order that ’. 

Relative Adverbs. 8*. The relative adverbs—where, whither, 

and whence—are expressed in PTM by J 1^7, 1 and ^ 17 (O 

(cf. § 6, note 6) and in OJ generally by IBP • •'1, ISPS’ • and 

isntp . . T (cf. OTA ni2i-i . . 'p, Ezra 6. i). 

§ 8. NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES (general) 

Feminine. 

N3D 
T T 

nnn 
- T 

T : T 
po 
* T T 

n2*o 
T T 

N'HZlD 

Masculine. 

30 singular absolute. 
T O 

30 construct. 

N30 emphatic, 

ipo plural absolute. 

'30 construct. 

emphatic. 

Emphatic state. 1*. The emphatic ending d has a demon¬ 

strative force equivalent to the Hebrew definite article. The 

corresponding English expression may, however, be indefinite, 

e. g. when the noun is abstract (i6. ii. 4, 21.15, 24.ii. 6), or a 

generic word (Dan. 5. i). Sometimes the emphatic ending has 

practically the force of a possessive pronoun (20. 5, where 
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= ‘our enemies’, 24. ii. 12, where ‘the stick’ means ‘his stick’ or 

‘ a stick ’). 

2. In PTiM and OJ the emphatic state tends to lose its distinc¬ 

tive definite meaning, as in Syriac, but to a much lesser extent 

(14. ii. I, 25. ii. 10, 18. ii. 2, 20. 12, 24. ii. i, 27. 6, 25. ii. 3 and 9 ; 

Gen. 2.10, Exod. 1.8, 12.20, Josh. 2. 2, Judg. 9. 36). In PTM 

emphatic forms (18.6, 18. ii. 6, 19. ii. 3, 2i.ii. 7, 27.2) as well as 

absolute forms (16. ii. 6, 17. ii. i, 29. i, 25. ii. 3) are associated with 

the indefinite word one. In OJ the emphatic state seems to be 

more often used with “in (Gen. i. 9, 2. 24, 27. 38, 45, 33.13, 34.16, 

40. 5, Deut. 24. 5, Josh. 3. 12, 13, 17.17, Judg. 6.16, 9.37) than the 

absolute is (Gen. i. 5, ii.i, Deut. 28.7, Josh. 9.2). The MS. 

evidence sometimes varies and the printed texts even have both 

constructions in the same verse (Gen. 11.6, Josh. 17. 14). In OJ 

a singular indefinite object is generally expressed by the emphatic 

state (Gen. 2. 8, 4. i, 4.17, 20. 9, 21. 8, 28. 2, 29. 2, 33. 17, Judg. 

6. 26), rarely by the absolute (Judg. 6. 17). Emphatic forms are 

said to be preferred in pause (Berliner, Jl/assorah,^). 96, Lev. 2. 13, 

Deut. 26. 7). 

OTA seems always to use the emphatic form in its distinctive 

sense. 

3*. There are a few exceptions to the rule that a noun qualified 

by a demons, adjective stands in the emphatic form (16. ii. 2). The 

absolute state is employed when the associated noun is accompanied 

by a numeral and a demons, adjective (28. 13). In Njn 

(Judges, passim) the feminine noun may be regarded as mascu¬ 

line in form, and so as in the emphatic state. Cf. NJtpE 

Deut. 10.10. 

4*. An attributive adjective regularly assumes an emphatic -^orm 

when the noun it qualifies stands in the emphatic state (Gen. i. 16, 

10.21, 27.15, 29.2, Deut. 3. 24, II. 2; Chrest. 23. ii. 4; Dan. 

3. 26, 6.27). Cf.^<^lnW(I Sam. 12.22), but (24. ii. 13). 
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Absolute state. 5*. Some words and phrases employ abso¬ 

lute forms in a definite sense (25. ii. 3, obv n'S ^ the cemetery ’). 

In PTM foreign words may be used definitely without the addition 

of an emphatic ending (i6.6ff., 23. 4, Predicative 

adjectiv’es are generally put in the absolute state (Dan. 2. ii), even 

when, in OJ, they translate Hebrew words with a definite article 

attached (Gen. 2. ii, 42.6). A predicative adjective in the em¬ 

phatic state may be considered to be a superlative (15. 8). 

Construct and Genitive. 6*. In PTM construct forms, 

followed by genitives, have only a limited use (17. 13, 

They occur most frequently as the second member of compound 

prepositions &c.) and in stereotyped phrases which 

are almost compound nouns, e.g. (28. ii), n'3 (25, ii. 3), 

^sunset’ (22. ii. 5),'PIP ‘ my bed-cover' (29.15). 

Instead of the genitive construction PTM usually employs 

phrases like (a) "I nn;nn'i ‘ the birds of the sky 

‘the house of his comrade’, or {d) ‘the 

name of God ’, ‘ the house of her mother ’, when the expression is 

definite, and like (c) ‘ pomegranates of gold when the 

expression is indefinite. In all these cases means ‘that of’ or 

‘those of’ and governs the following noun in the genitive case 

(§ 7, note 3). Mixed constructions like (17. 15) 

and NH'nn n.p (C/z; 'es/. 17. 7, Judg. 19. 22) occur less often. 

7*. In OJ the use of a construct, followed by a genitive, 

is general, although the constructions of note 6 also occur. 

Examples: (^) Gen. i. 14, 25, 2.7,12, 22. 12, Josh. i. 8, 13, 2.2, 

4. 16, 5. I, and frequently; {d) Gen. 30. 20; (r) Gen. 3. 21, Deut. 

10.7—r»i 

8. In OTA the idiom of a construct followed by a genitive 

prevails—except in one group of cases, where the constructions of 

note 6 {a) and (c) are preferred. These latter constructions are 

generally, though not exclusively, used before or after and in com- 
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bination with standing phrases, such as ‘treasure-house", ‘house of 

God’, ‘ book of recordsExamples: Nsbpri'3 (Ezra 5.17), 

n'5-'l XJU’N (Ezra 5.16), c'jN-T n IV3VN ‘fingers of a 

human hand’ (Dan. 5.5). Cf. Ezra 4. 15, 6.5, 7. 12, 7. 17, Dan. 

2. 14, 2. 49, 4. 26, 5. 3. There are comparatively few cases of the 

use of these constructions as an alternative to a simple construct 

and genitive (Ezra 5. 2, 13, 14, 7. 26, Dan. 2. 15, 19, 38, 41, 4. 12 

(= 20), 5. 7 (= 16 and 29), 5. 23, 24, 7. 4, 6, 7 (= 19), 7. 9, 10, 

28) . A considerable proportion of them seem to imply at least a 

slight emphasis (e.g. Ezra 5. 14, 7. 26, Dan. 2. 38, 5. 7 (= 16 and 

29) 7 5*23, 7.4,7 {= 19), 7.9,10). ‘The den of lions’ is both 

Nnjns ah (6. 8, 13, 25) and Nnins N32 (6. 17,20). 

The construction of note 6 (b) occurs in OTA about a dozen 

times and the words governed by ''I are then evidently in most 

cases emphatic (Dan. 2. 44, 3. 28f., 4. 23, 6. 25, 27, Ezra 5. ii). 

Renderings such as ‘ the name of him who is (really) God ’ and 

‘the appearance of that fourth’are sometimes appropriate (Dan. 

2’20, 3-25, 3- 26). 
Accusative case. 9*. In PTM the object noun has generally 

no distinctive mark. ^ occasionally introduces definite accusatives 

(15. II, 16. ii. II, 21.6,7, 23.8, 27.6) and does so rarely 

(i5.ii.8). InOjn; is the regular equivalent of Hebrew and 

seldom occurs (in Gen. 3.17 = Hebrew ; for Gen. 

39. 15 see § 36, note ii). The old accusative ending d survives in 

a few adverbs of place (e.g. ‘below’). For the accusative 

pronoun anticipating an object noun see § 36, note ii. 

10. In OTA b is not infrequently associated with a definite 

accusative. Possibly it has a slight demonstrative or emphasizing 

effect.^ 

^ It is prefixed to expressions for the true God (Dan. 2. 19, 4. 31, 34, 5. 23) 
and the false gods (3. 18, 5. 4, 23 ; cf. 2. 34), to words and phrases denoting 
the rulers (3. 2, 6. 2) and wise men of Babylon (2. 12, 14,24; 5. 7), to the 

27C5 D 
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Inflexional endings, 11*. The feminine singular ending x' 

is attached especially to stems that end in an, hence (Gen. 

I. 2) and Feminine plural endings divan and ^‘wan are 

used by some nouns. Examples: (a) iJT?, 

{h) ijnx, jjns'—from ns, sign, and nns, sister. Cf. 

and = il?9* 21, and § 30, note 2. 

12*. The plurals of IN', ON', and W are inns, [nr^S, and 

respectively. 

13*. The termination is sometimes used when a noun is in the 

absolute or in the emphatic state. Examples : (Gen. i. 10), 

(Gen. 2. 7), 'njn (Gen. 18. 7). Such forms are specially frequent 

in the case of gentilic names like 'NTO {Chrest. 24. ii. i), 

(Exod. 12. 30), 'Non (Josh. I. 4), and (Dan. 2. 5). Dalman 

compares, also, Fc^o-T^/xai/^ = ns = ‘ garden of oils ’. 

14. Words like (Num. 32. 4), from nsn, village, and pnj? 

(16. ii. 14) are examples of double plurals. For an as a plural 

ending see Brockelmann, Gnmdn'ss, vol. i, p. 450!. 

Duals. 15*. The only clear duals in PTIM and OJ are pnn, 

pjni^ (‘’)) (200). But the ending p. in words such 

as ppy may also be a dual ending (OTA ppy). In OTA (besides 

i'?.!?, pRiiri, and nn^ij) pT, i:^n, p?ii’, and p3^ occur. 

§ 9*. CLASSIFICATION OF NOUNS (declensions) 

The following classification is made with a view to a statement 

of the rules for nominal inflexion, as given in the next paragraph. 

Six classes, or declensions, are distinguished. 

names Shadrach, INTeshach, and Abednego (2. 49, 3. 13, 22,30; cf. 3*27 

3. 28) and to the name Daniel, when standing as an object by itself (2. 19, 

4* 3D 34» 5- 23 ; cf. 2. 13 and 18). Almost the only other cases of introducing 

a definite object, in Daniel, are found in 5. 2, 22 and 23. In Ezra very few 

examples altogether occur (4.14, 5. 12, 6. 7, 7- 25). In Ezra 6. 7 may 

be regarded as a textual error. 
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A nouns. Nouns originally disyllabic and having two short 

vowels are very slightly distinguished in Aramaic from nouns 

originally monosyllabic and ending in two consonants. The two 

groups are here joined in the A class of nouns, which is further 

subdivided into three sub-classes according as the characteristic 

vowel (used in the inflected forms) is t, or u (OTA 0), The 

absolute forms, of which specimens follow, do not clearly indicate 

the sub-class to which an A noun belongs. 

u class. 1 class. a c/ass. 

pinp ir}'! originally disyllabic. 

originally monosyllabic. 

Dpin 

In the u class absolute forms like (Deut. 9. 20, Dan. 3. 13), 

Dp3 (Exod. 30. 23), and (Dan. 5. 5) sometimes occur. In 

Dan. 5. 5 the supralinear IMSS. give for the of MT. 

Words of the d class like D'nb are b'!J3, D'VD, TJJD, 

and D'n (OTA bf, DJJD, and onb, with in Dan. 2. 49, 

6. 2t). 

Some words have more than one absolute form &c.). 

In OTA the uses of Ciyp and DVtp, and are perhaps 

differentiated by MT (Strack, § 8 c.). 

(Num. 5. 22) and (Exod. 22. 21, Deut. 27. 19) are 

unusual forms, perhaps at first only orthographically different from 

and (§ 2, notes 8 and 9). The former belongs to the z sub¬ 

class and the latter to the a sub-class. 

B nouns. Disyllabic nouns having d in the final syllable and 

an unchangeable long vowel, or a shut syllable, in the penult, toge¬ 

ther with all participles (whose final vowel is sere or palhah) follow 
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a distinct rule of inflexion (see § lo). Examples : 

A small number of monos}'llables including Dl, ft, 

(son), and (OTA belong to this B class and not to the 

C class. 

C nouns. IMonosyllables from stems y"y have absolute forms 

like Qtf, QX, and ^3, in which the vowels e and 3 are frequently 

represented by and i respectively (e. g. 013). Dalman gives 

(arrow) and 012 (pit) as variant forms in the second and third 

classes. 

Some words which are not from y"y stems follow the inflexion 

of this class (e.g. Oio, IV). In OTA the MSS. of MT read 03 

(mouth), but the supralinear MSS. have 03^ in accordance with the 

analogy of 212, &c. 

D nouns. Words which remain unchanged when terminations 

are added to the stem are principally disyllables with a long vowel 

in the final syllable (e.g. 0^^, “1112, i''iy), and monosyllables 

like "1^^, OV, “11D, and pl. The unchangeable d in the first group 

is equivalent to Hebrew 3 (01^52^, &c.). 

E nouns. It is convenient to make nouns from stems final 

yodh or final waw a separate group. Words like are chiefly 

substantives and those like \^.o (OTA '“!OX) are participle forms 

(see § 30). Probably the orthography ^*''n^(Gen. 12. ii) is equiva¬ 

lent to (§ 2. 8). 

F nouns. In this class are included all nouns with the termina¬ 

tions di [= Hebrew I) or e added to a triliteral stem. Examples: 

Wp (or 'Xpip, § 2.1), T?l, 'P.9^. The long vowel of OTA 

(''9'IP, '’"J'F-) pausal form of OJ (Gen. i. 13, 19). 
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§ 10. INFLEXION OF NOUNS (masculine types) 

Plural. Singular. 

Eviph. Constr. A bsol. Emph, Constr. A bsol. 

T- • — 
xdSjd i>:o A 

’’Sys rfe N‘^yD 
T : - ^'V? 

N'n-r: 
T - : • ■’ll? ni? N-n2 

T : • ">1;! 

T 
n.ii nq^ N‘*in2 

T-:- 
in;i “ina 

T “ : • ♦• • • r??!’ nddS 
T : • 

2d|i 

N'oby 
T- : IT ••: |T * • : nr ND^y 

T : ir 
D^'y 

"■ r 
D^y 

* T 
B 

T 'T. n: Nl' 
T : 

n: T 

ws*ny MV p-iy Niy 
T • IV IV C 

N‘nn2 
T •t • 

nna 
.. T • 

P“in3 5<iDa 
T T • 

“122 
T • 

122 
T • 

D 

'Sd 1!-^“ ‘ E 

N*»2D 
T- T 

'2D 
•• T 

p2D 1 N'2D 
t: 1 r 

':d 
•• T 

'2D 
•• T 

N‘»nn 
T*: - MIM n]D xnn 

T: ~ 
arn arn 

rirV N"“iny 
T T : . 

'12V F 

r«i?v i<xiny 

NniDi23 
T TT : 

niDi^D 
T T : 

pD“l23 * T T ; 
N'DI^D 

T : ; 
'p“)23 'pi^3 

^ The accent in these plurals was probably placed on the d and the ending 

may be pronounced as ain. 
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A nouns. 1*. Nouns of the A type retain or assume a mono¬ 

syllabic form before inflexional endings. The usual vowels of these 

monosyllables are a, i, and u (OTA d). The mutation of the third 

radical of inflected forms in OTA—when the third radical is 

susceptible of mutation—shows that the preceding shewa is vocal 

(<?) in the plural of nouns originally monosyllabic (i (<5') in the 

singular and plural of nouns originally disyllabic All 

the examples of the table above are treated according to this rule, 

although the Yemenite MSS. with supralinear punctuation do not 

indicate vocal shewa, except after a medial guttural, and even then 

not consistently (e.g. Gen. 2. 13, but Josh. i. 4). 

2. Under the influence of medialp,d, and m (labials) u is often sub¬ 

stituted for a and i in the monosyllabic stems of the first and second 

sub-classes, especially in PTM. Examples: 

The absolute form for may be regarded as a 

secondary formation from the inflected stem gufn. In OTA the 

plural forms of "le? are always , &c. 

3. The vowel i is also frequently substituted for an original a. 

Examples: N-jDn, s-o*!, sntptp, xnn^; OTA XJDI, 

The absolute form Hgn (Exod. 12. 27) may 

be a secondary formation like The stem vowel of the inflected 

forms of is z in the supralinear IMSS. of OTA and according to 

the Babylonian tradition (Kahle ; cf. ChrcsL 15.9). The IMT of 

Daniel and the Yemenite MSS. of OJ give d (Josh. 5.15, 14. 9). 

4. In the z sub-class, nouns whose initial radical is a guttural 

generally retain hireq in the inflected forms. from dSh 

(dream), in the jMT of Daniel and in some OJ MSS., may be due 

to Hebrew influence (cf &c.). Hireq and seghol also inter¬ 

change in the OTA group “^^3, pnW3. 

5. In the zz sub-class, when holem occurs as the vowel of the 

inflected stem it may be understood to represent 0 (§ 2. i). 

Fbxamples: NnniX Gen. 38. 16, Exod. 28. 40, Lev. 
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II. 15 (Dalman, p. 144). According to the punctuation of MT 

there are three examples of ^-sterns in OTA (Dan. 2.37, 4. 12, 

6.20) and one of an z7-stem Ezra 5.8). Similarly the 

feminine is written 5^59*^ in MT and in some late MSS. of 

OJ. In Dan. 4.34 and 5.23 the supralinear punctuation is 

and the MSS. of MT are divided between that and or 

In OJ inflected forms like (Josh. 2. 6) for sometimes 

occur. 

6*. In the supralinear MSS. of OJ nouns like and TV, in the 

construct singular and in the inflected stems, nearly always have 

forms like ^'3 (Dalman, p. 91. note i). In MT construct singulars 

are like rV. and inflected stems like although the supralinear 

MSS. often substitute e for ai] especially when pronominal suffixes 

are joined to the stem (see Strack’s note on Dan. 4. i). is the 

plural of is used as an absolute form (Exod. 32. 12). 

B nouns. 7*. The final stem vowel of nouns of the B class 

becomes vocal shewa when terminations are added to the stem. 

For some apparent exceptions see § 21, note 6. 

C nouns. 8*. In nouns of the C class the final radical is 

doubled before inflexional endings and the stem vowel is normally 

^ or z or a, according to the vowel of the uninflected stem (^^V, 

Before final resh the stem vowel is lengthened in com¬ 

pensation, when doubling does not take place (hence from 

(country)). Some nouns put z for a in the inflected forms (BS, 

Xn3). In OTA from is unique (Dan. 7. ii); in OJ 

(fern, absolute) is also used. 

9*. In OJ, although the stem vowel of the word bb with pro¬ 

nominal suffixes (§ 12, note 6) is always zz, the emphatic form is 

regularly (Josh. 11.19), pointed in Berliner’s Onkelos some¬ 

times with daghesh (Exod. 29. 24, Lev. 8. 27) and sometimes 

without (Gen. 6. 19, 20, 16. 12, Lev. i. 9). In Lev. 8. 27 Berliner 

prints In OTA the MSS. of MT always have (five 
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times), and the siipralinear MSS. agree (Dan. 4. 25). Holem in 

this and similar words denotes a short vowel (§ 2. i). The reading 

NDin (= N^h) in Gen. 8. 22 (Dalman, p. 145) is an alternative to 

(cf. Berliner). 

10*. In the later Yemenite MSS. of OJ Hebrew "i’S is repre¬ 

sented by ^3 and Hebrew ^3 byi’^. In Gen. 1-2 (IMerx), Josh. 1-2, 

and Judg. 1-2 (Praetorius) the only exceptions to this rule are in 

Gen. I. 30 and Judg. 2. 15. In OTA, MT has both “^3 and ^3, 

generally the former. Strack’s supralinear MSS. (except G, once) 

either insert no vowel or read (53. 

11. Plurals of the form rPPV occur in OJ, PTM, and OTA 

(cf. § 35, note 4). 

12. Erroneous dissimilation of the doubled consonant of the 

stem takes place in (Exod. 32. 19), from 3n (cf. § 26, note 9). 

The form 1^3?^ (Dan. 2. 46) is also a dissimilated form. 

D nouns. 13*. In this class the absolute form and the inflected 

stem are identical. The inflected forms of the word (Gen. 

6. 9) seem, however, to be taken from a stem of the A class 

&c.). 

E nouns. 14* .When a termination is added to words of the 

E class the stem of words like is either like or an A stem, 

with yodh as the third radical, and the inflected stem of words like 

''P.D is either like or a B stem (see particulars in table above). 

In forms like from the shewa following 

the middle radical is vocal (§ 30, note 3). In it may be 

treated as silent, on the analogy of the originally monosyllabic 

A stems. 

15*. is contracted from and (pD from ppD. Adjectives or 

the form ''.bp have contracted plurals of the form (Deut. 6. ii). 

The only case of such an adjective in OTA has an uncontracted 

plural (in^, Dan. 3. 25). 

16. P1^3 (Hebrew '’"}3) is used in the plural only. For plurals in 
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dzvihi see note 21. Dalman (p. 192) regards the supralinear 

punctuation of absolute plurals like PH? as incorrect. 

17*. When E nouns employ an A stem (as in the vowel 

of the stem is usually d, but sometimes i or u (OTA 0). Examples : 

from from 'D?- The supralinear pathah of in 

OJ may be interpreted as seghol, in agreement with OTA 

(§2.6). 
18. Forms like with consonantal waw, are unusual. 

Most nouns ending in ^ are feminine (^11"), TO) and are inflected 

according to the rules of § 11. 

F nouns. 19*. In the inflected forms of ai stems the yodh of 

the termination is consonantal and the preceding vowel (in OJ) is 

lengthened. Instead of yodh, aleph is often written (cp. § 23, note 9). 

The emphatic plural termination is contracted from aiya to e ('.. or 

N..). The inflected forms of stems terminating in 'pDJH) 

are treated like those of 'P.D (E class). 

EF nouns. 20. A few words from stems with final yodh are 

treated like nouns of the F class in OJ (Dalman, p. 156 e) and 

OTA (PJV, Dan. 4. 24, from 'JV). See also § 12, note 8. 

21*. Some words of the E and E classes have plurals in dwdn 

or ^wdn, with or without retention of consonantal yodh. Examples : 

iJP? (cf. § 8, note ii and § 30, note 2). 

OTA. 22. The general rules for the inflexion of nouns given 

in this section apply to OTA. As the E class is very slightly 

represented there it may be passed over by those who begin their 

Aramaic reading in OTA. For these the most important notes in 

this section are i, 7, 8, 13, and 19, along with 3, 6, and 9 for 

some details. 

2760 E 
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§ II.* INFLEXION OF NOUNS (with feminine endings) 

Plural. Singular. 

Emphai. Const. A hsol. E?nphai. Const. A hsoL 

xnrStD 
T T: - 

pbn 
' 7 : - 

Nnsbn 
T ; • — 

P?bp N^btD 
7 : ” 

A 

T T : • T : • 7 ; • 

Nn::03 
T ; • : 

n^;i3 
7 : • 

T 7 • • 7 : • 
r\yi2i< 

T : • 
B 

T“ • rk Nnb?D 
7 : • 

nbn sbro 
7 • 

C 

T 7 • : 
nT2?0 

7 • : 7 ; • : 

Ni'aD 
T • : 

D 

Nnrn 
T T •• 

nrn 
T •• 

frn 
»T •• 

iXnvn 
** t •• 

npn Nvn 
T •• 

7 t: - T: “ 
pb'D NJn'b^ OJ 

NrT'bti pTi\i 

7 • r 

p^b;? N'bD 
7; ~ 

E 

sn'jD 
T T : 1 T 

n'jD 
T • |T 

p3D 
* T • IT 

NmjD 
T *7 

m3D 
• X 7 ■ It 

Nniba 
T 7: |T 

mb 3 
71 IT 

* • 1 ' 

pbs 
* T • IT 

Nmba 
T X 

n^ba 
X 

• • |7 
aba 

T t: - 
mbif 

7: 

1 • 1 • 

pb:: Nnib^; 
7 : 

nsk 

NmjD 
tit: 

niitD 
77 : 

p3D 
'77 : 

N‘n3D 
T T : 

nao 
T : 

naD 
T : 

T T T : *7 
— 

frT?v 
Nnnny — 

T T ; C F 

Nnnay — N\S13y 
77;% 

T T“: 

ri;ym Nn'yi] ri'ym 'Vll G 

T T : : - 
m5bD 

7: : “ 
p5bo Nmobo 

7 . “ 
n^fibp a5bp 

Aramaic of OJ and PTM 

1. The stem syllables of nouns to which the feminine ending d 

is attached are treated in accordance with the rules of § lo. There 

are, therefore, six classes of feminine nouns corresponding to the 

classes of § 9. In the E class nouns having final consonantal waw 

are numerous and several types of absolute singular are in use (see 
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Table). Abstract feminine nouns having an ending in i or are 

treated as a separate class (G). The rules of § lo sufficiently 

explain the forms of classes A-D and F, except those of the emphatic 

singular, which, therefore, receive special notice in what follows. 

A nouns. 2. The emphatic singular ending of the A class is 

usually joined to the monosyllabic stem. Examples: 

N‘n is added to the stem in the case of some 

nouns havingstems originally disyllabic (parallel to Hebrew words like 

HiJ-iy). Examples (from Dalman): 

(absolute Berliner’s Onkelos gives 

(Deut. 21.4,6) for ‘calf’ (from as well as for ‘wagon’ 

(Num. 7. 3, from The emphatic sing. fern, of n*!!! (= cnn) 

is N'nin. 

The absolute singular feminine of a stem originally disyllabic 

is distinguished in OTA from a stem originally monosyllabic by 

the vocal shewa following the middle radical ('^?1?, Dan. 2.9), 

and this analogy maybe followed in reading OJ and PTM (cf. § 10, 

note i). In all feminine plurals of the A class the shewa following 

the middle radical may be treated as vocal (§ 10, note i). 

B nouns. 3. In this class the emphatic ending is and is 

joined to the absolute stem of § 9 —see 

under D nouns, below^). But the emphatic form of N*]? ^ daughter’, 

is Nnis, and that of ‘ year is . 

C nouns. 4. In the C class N'H. is joined to the stem used by 

all the inflected forms. like many feminine nouns, has plurals 

of the masculine form, am ‘ sleep ’, although not from an stem, 

is inflected like words of this group &c.) 

D nouns. 5. With unchangeable stems the emphatic ending, 

according to the supralinear punctuation, is usually 

is used only with a 

few disyllabic stems whose final vowel is e or u 

t<n^2nD). and belong rather to the B class. 

E 2 

/ e ^ vA. 
LI 

THE NATIOr A.. , _ . J r| 1 ^ 1 ^ 

340 WEST 55th NEW YORK GIT 
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Certain nouns, which might be expected to belong to the A class, 

have forms of tlie D type 

N‘nS'53; although not exclusively (cf. Lev. 5. 2, 

and Exod. 5. 7). All have close parallels in Hebrews 

E nouns. 6. There is considerable variety in the inflected 

forms of feminine nouns of this declension. In the group 

yodh is always consonantal in OJ and the stem resembles that of 

the A declension. In PTjM quiescence of the yodh takes place in 

the emphatic sing, (see Table). In the 'P.p group, both in OJ and 

PdTI, yodh quiesces in the construct and emphatic of the singular. 

A few nouns have consonantal w^aw' in the singular. Examples: 

(Gen. 4. 5)and or ‘city ’ (emphatic plural Dli?). 

A larger number have consonantal waw in the plural only. For 

the various forms of the absolute singular and for their inflexions 

see table of nouns above. Other examples of the group are 

m riikp. The rare absolute sing, of the w’ord used in 

OJ for Hebrew’ nbiy seems to be (Isai.40. 16). The construct 

is (Lev. 9. 17, Merx), the emphatic (Josh. 22. 23, Judg. 

6. 26) and the plural (Mic. 6. 6, Alerx). Berliner’s &c. 

are erroneous. Cf. Syriac and OTA (note ii). 

In all feminine plurals of the E class the shewa following the middle 

radical may be treated as vocal, according to the analogy of § i o, note i. 

F nouns. 7. After the diphthong di the emphatic termination 

is with mutated Ti, but without vocal shewa preceding. Usually 

the vowel before is e. Supralinear plurals like Dalman 

(p. 79) treats as erroneous. 

(= Hebrew’ pV) generally, and perhaps always, used in the 

plural ), is a feminine noun similar to the OTA masculine 

forms 'JV and 'pp (§ 10, note 20). 

G nouns. 8. The vow'el terminations of the singular are 

replaced by consonantal yodh or w’aw in the plural (see Table). 

The mutation of the third radical in the plural is a peculiar feature. 
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Old Testament Aramaic 

A, B, and C nouns. 9. The inflexion of feminine nouns in 

OTA is the same as in OJ, except in the emphatic singular ot 

nouns of the D class. 

There is only one OTA example of the ending in the A class, 

viz. (Uan. 2.10). It appears in the supralinear punctuation 

of OJ as (Gen. 1.9) or (§ 2. 6). Emphatic singulars 

of the B and C classes are (Ezra 4. ii), (Dan. 4. 27), 

and (Dan. 2. 8). 

D nouns. 10. In ]\IT all words having unchangeable di¬ 

syllabic stems receive as their emphatic singular ending 

j N-RT-?, &c.). The two words having un¬ 

changeable monosyllabic stems, (Dan. 4. ii) and 

(Ezra 6. 2), both receive the emphatic ending (for the reading 

NHTn see Ginsburg and Strack). I\IT (Dan. 3. 6, &c.), 

although supported by some supralinear MSS., should be corrected 

into and included in the D class. 

E nouns. 11. There are very few inflected forms of the E class 

in OTA. (Ezra 4. 12) and nny (Ezra 4. 14) belong to the 

Njbl? group, ('3^ (Dan. 7. 3) to the V.? (^.c?) group, and (Ezra 

6. 9) to the rijtp group. from riJ3, occurs several times with 

pronominal suffixes. (Dan. 2. 25), from ^^3, is also a noun 

of this declension. 

F nouns. 12. Before the emphatic singular ending, instead 

of di, as in (Dan. 7. 4), (Dan. 7. 19), some MSS. 

read di {cf. note 7). Shewa after di is silent (note 7) in spite of 

metheg (^C’:J?1i-)* 7) occurs once in the plural with 

a pronominal suffix (Dan. 4. 24). 

G nouns. 13. (Dan. 3. 5) is an inflected form of the 

2 group and Nnjpbp (Dan. 2. 44) an example of the tl group. 

^ If reckoned a participle, this word comes under the rule of the B class. 
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§ 12. PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES (with singular nouns) 

1*. For the usual forms of the suffixes in OJ and PTM see § 4 

and for those of OTA see paradigm, p. 93. 

2*. nXj and On ^vith pronominal suffixes are treated as 

follows: 

T 

pninx pmns; OJ 

ptM 

The suffixes M, NH, p, NX and : T' are all unaccented. Regarding 

the first three see further § 13, note 2. "i]') is said to have been 

preferred by the school of Sura and ^ (2 s. f.) by the school of 

Nehardea (Berliner, Jllassorah, p. 62 f.) The former is given by 

Merx (Gen. 24. 23) and in Berliner's Onke/os {Gen. 20. 16, 38. ii), 

the latter in Praetorius (Judg. 14.15, Josh. 2.18) and Lagarde 

(2 Sam. 6. 21, 13. 17). 

3. For OJ uses ^'7^ (Gen. 44. 32, Judg. 14. 16, i Kings 2. 32, 

cf. Rom. 8. 15, a^/Sa). ‘my mother’ is a similar form (Judg. 

14. 16). Dalman explains the ending as originally a, from an older 

ai, and so as really the pronominal suffix for ‘ my’. In Dan. 5. 13 

'’2X (]\IT) may originally have meant (§ 2. 7), which is the read¬ 

ing of the supralinear MSS. is sometimes contracted into 

{Chrest. 18. 12). 

A nouns. 4*. The stems of masculine nouns with pronominal 

suffixes attached are generally formed according to the rules of § 10, 

with some slight modifications. 

In the A class the distinction between and is paralleled 

by the distinction between and Before heavy suffixes, 

words ending in a guttural or resh commonly use a stem of the 

^yP^* E.g. pnynx (Josh. TO. 42), p3np2 (Judg. 8. 7), but also 

p2iD2 (Judg. 9. 2). 
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The statement of § lo, note 6, applies also to stems with suffixes 

attached (hence OJ OTA In Dan. 4. i the MSS. are 

divided between '^'3 and T'?. For with suffixes see § 15, 

notes 2 and 3. 

B nouns. 5*. In the B class the stem vowel of the final syllable 

is retained before heavy suffixes and becomes vocal shewa before 

light suffixes. Examples: P'"*!- (OTA 

C nouns. 6*. The supralinear orthography represented by 

is normal, although the vowel ti is short (§ 2. i). In OTA 

^3 with suffixes has 0 as its stem vowel (Dan. 2. 38, 7.19), while 

all other words of this class have u. 

E nouns. 7*. In the E class words like use their emphatic 

stem before all suffixes. In the u sub-class the later Yemenite 

MSS. sometimes make the vowel of the inflected stem 0, as in MT 

(Dan. 4.9). Examples: (Jndg. 9. n), 

(Dan. 4. 9). Participle forms like '’P.D and nouns like and 

either employ their emphatic stem (^11?? more 

generally, are treated as plural nouns are (§ 13, note 7). Eor 

participles see further § 30, note 4. 

F nouns. 8. Words from stems final yodh that belong to the 

F class (§ 10, note 20) like (OJ) and ’Jns (OTA), have suffixed 

forms like (Gen. 35. 18, Dalman) and (Dan. 3. 1). Nouns 

like with suffixes are treated as plural nouns (§ 13, note 7). 

Feminine stems. 9*. Feminine nouns to which pronominal 

suffixes are attached may be arranged in three divisions, according 

as the termination of the emphatic singular is or 

(i) Nouns that use the ending join suffixes to the emphatic 

stem ('rrj’SN, pDnpi^). 

(2) In the case of nouns whose emphatic ending is light 

suffixes are united to the emphatic stem and heavy suffixes 

to the construct stem CHS bp pnnsbp; prinbo; 

'm'ny, pnm'ny- ''n’'bL3, pnn'btD\. 
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(3) Nouns of the E, F, and G classes, whose emphatic ending is 

add suffixes to the emphatic or construct stems, which 

are the same tinnjo, 'm5Sp). For examples 

of F nouns see § 29, note 9. 

10. (Dan. 6. 19) may be regarded as a noun of the C class, 

rather than as derived from an absolute form (cf. §11, note 4). 

Feminine suffixes. 11. The supralinear MSS. of OJ generally 

write the suffixes of the 2 plur. masc. and of the 3 plur. masc. 

instead of the corresponding feminine forms (Dalman). The same 

substitution is often made in PTM. 

§ 13. PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES (with masc. plur. stems). 

Plural Suffixes. Singular Suffixes. 

PTM OJ PTM OJ 

iP.. n: 
T — j - 

<< 
I com. 

P3\. •i ^ *4 * T 5 » T 
2 masc. 

T- fern. 

M 'ni 
y • 

'ni 
0 masc. 

pH' 
' •• •• PT.. n n** xn'* 

- ) - 5 T: - xn 
T • fern. 

Suffix forms. 1*. "n", and'2'' are simply orthographical 

variants for and ''^L- For and see § 2. 14. is 

an alternative in OJ for (see § 29, note 8). 

2*. The ‘ connective vowel ’ of these pronominal suffixes was 

originally the plural ending at\ which in a majority of cases has 

become e ox d or d. The connective 0 of is explained either as 

a nominative plural ending = an (Barth) or as a dissimilation from 

ai (Dalman). The terminations 'D, 'H, and NH were originally used 

with singular as well as with plural stems (§ 4, note 2, § 12, note 2). 

The contracted forms of 3 sing. masc. and 3 sing. fern, are charac- 
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teristic of PT]\I. is a reduplicated ending found also in Syriac. 

The suffix L is used by PTM in ‘ our teachers’. 

3. In OTA the K^thibh implies the earlier pronunciations 

nx, and NJL, which the Q®re alters into and respectively. 

See paradigm, p. 93. 

4*. It may be observed that several of the ai suffixes attached to 

plural stems are identical with the suffix forms attached to singular 

nouns ^5.). Unvocalized n’’ in PTM, when joined to a 

masc. plural stem means ‘ her and to a singular stem ‘ his 

Plural stems. 5*. Most of the plural stems of § 10 are also 

used when pronominal suffixes are joined to plurals (e. g. 

''123). Only the Mtp group of E nouns employs with suffixes as 

its plural stem a stem identical with that of the emphatic singular 

jinvSc). In other E nouns az suffixes are joined directly 

to the ordinary plural stem pn'VI, P'T’I^P). In Dan. 2.32 

this treatment is extended to the form although presumably 

its uninfiected singular is ’’in, as in OJ. 

6. For ‘ they two ’ OJ always uses pn\\"]:n (Gen. 2. 25), instead of 

and PTM sometimes has the same form (cf. § 8, note 15). 

Singular stems like plurals. 7*. The direct combination 

of pronominal suffixes with the singular ending e of certain nouns 

of the E class, like and 'I^P, produces a set of az suffixes, 

which are precisely the same as those attached to plural stems. 

This makes the singular and plural forms of such nouns frequently 

indistinguishable (pfTl^tp, 'nino). For the case of participles see 

§ 30, note 4, and for infinitives § 29, note 8. Certain F nouns, 

like ''PI^S, are also combined with suffixes in the manner of plural 

stems. 

8. ''I9 ‘ master with suffixes employs a stem with consonantal 

yodh Chresi., p. 23, note i), or a contracted stem with the 

suffixes of § 12 ('^'19, Exod. 21. 29, ''I9, Dan. 4. 16, 21) or a con¬ 

tracted stem with the suffixes of this section Exod. 21. 34). 
27C5 F 
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In the Rethibh form (Dan. 4.16, 21) 'X might represent ai 

(§ 2.1) but probably X stands for consonantal yodh (§ 23, n. 9). 

9*. Prepositions that originally ended in e, for that reason take 

ai suffixes &c.), and other prepositions do so by analogy 

('ina, 'p-ip). In OTA or NJ'k (Ezra 4. 12, &c.), an old 

form of the suffix is preserved (cf. note 3). 

Fern. plur. suffixes. 10. The observations of § 12, note ii, 

apply also to the suffixes added to plural stems. 

§ 14*. PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES (wi ih fern. plur. stems). 

Borrowed ai Suffixes. Normal Suffixes. 

PTxM OJ OJ and PTM 

'mtsN 
— T J • 

xjn'jttx OJ ''m?3x 
• T ; • 

I com. 

initpX PTM 

pD'nitiix 
1 •• T : • 

— |bn“i?3X 
» : 7 ; • 

qnirswX 2 masc. 

— fern. 

pn’mTsx 
1 •. y . . 

'nim?3X pnni?3x n'nn?3X 
• • T ; • 

3 masc. 

xnnirsx 
T - T : • 

— nm?3X 
— T • • 

fern. 

The normal suffixes added to feminine plural stems are identical 

with those added to singular stems and the noun form employed 

is the construct or the emphatic stem, which are the same. The 

Hebrew practice of combining with feminine plural stems the 

suffixes appropriate to masc. plural stems, and derived from them 

('OPIV, &c.) is occasionally followed in OJ and PTM (for particu¬ 

lars see Table above). Dalman gives the order of frequency of 

occurrence of these borrowed ai suffixes in OJ as : (i) 3 sing, fern., 

(2)1 sing., (3) 3 sing. masc. for occurs only once or twice, in 

the Targum of Jonathan (Dalman, p. 205 f.). In Dan. 2. 23 some 

MSS. read for (§ 8, note 12), and this is the only 

exception to the general rule in OTA. 
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§ 15. n\s,n\^,ETc. 

Forms. 1. Both in OJ (Lev. ii. 26) and PTM (25. ii. 12) 

occurs for ri\S. In OTA the forms used are and 

Subject pronouns. 2. In PTIM the subject pronouns of 

these particles are in the nominative forms (e.g. n\b 

coalesces with the pronouns of the i sing, and i plur. and 3 plur. 

into the compounds and 

3. In OJ the subject pronouns are generally expressed by 

suffixes, except in the 3 person plural. The suffixes are ai suffixes, 

because of the original ending of the particles (cf. § 13, note 7, and 

OTA In the i person singular the ending ai has become a 

and the suffix adopts an accusative form (§ 36, note i). Examples: 

The inflected stem of has two forms, as 

in and . In the latter the shewa following yodh is 

vocal (Dalman, p. 108). The nominative form of the pronoun of 

the 3 person plural coalesces with ri 'b as in PTM (iwn'b- The 

nominatives of other persons are also sometimes used in OJ (Deut. 

1.9 b; NjK n’>). 

4. In OTA the subject pronouns of are expressed by means 

of suffixes of the form &c.). 

Usages. 5. and ri\^ express ‘ there is’and‘there are ^ 

(there is not, there are not); e.g. “ID B'N ‘there is here a 

Jew’ (20.9). They are regularly combined with 'j]^, &c., to 

express the verb ‘have’; e.g. p^S ‘if you have no 

money’ (15.9). Sometimes may be rendered by ‘it is’, 

C'g* ‘it is not in my power ’ (25. ii. 12). In OJ is 

used absolutely, like Hebrew p^^ (Gen. 5. 24, 37. 30). 

6. With a predicate, which may be a noun, adjective, or parti¬ 

ciple, these particles are equivalent to the English copula; e. g. n'b 

=1,^9 ^ king’ (20. 10), ppn Nn'3 n\b ‘ this house 

will not be destroyed ’ (20. 12). A subject noun or pronoun follows 

(^\^), except in relative sentences or for the sake of emphasis. 

F 2 

*Nm ftfif 
Cjm Cfsaveril, Fit 
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Before prepositional phrases, where may also be translated 

‘ is it really has the sense of ‘ there is ’ or ‘ there exists e.g. ^3 

1^3 nc ‘everything that is (there is) in it’ (26. 14; cf. Dan. 

2. 30). 

§ 16. VERBAL STEMS 

Reflexive and Passive. Active. 

TJ-isriwS . Ithp^^el 2n3 peal Simple 

nnpnx Ithpaal Pael Intensive 

nnpnx Ittaphal A[)hel Causative 

The stems having preformative ilh are reflexives, which serve 

also as passives. 

2*. I'he Pael, Aphel, and Ithpeel of verbs final n, n, and y take 

pathah for sere in the final syllable. For other variations caused 

by the influence of gutturals see § 23. 

P®al. 3*. P^^al perfects with e or u in the final syllable, princi¬ 

pally intransitive, occur especially in OJ. Examples: ‘ be 

strong’ (Gen. 1.28) or ‘be angry’ (Gen. 4.5), (Gen. 3. 10), 

(Gen. 12. i), I- i)> (Gen. 15.16), and 

3'p3 (Gen. 2.21); "ilPl and ^’'^3 (Gen. 2.21). 0 occurs for u 

Kahle, p. 219) and 7 for e, especially in pause (Dalman, 

pp. 54 f., 257). In OTA e and 7 both occur, the latter generally in 

pause (3P.P, Where MT has 7 the supralinear MSS. 

sometimes have e (Dan. 6. 21, pyi). 

Haphel. 4*. Ilaphels sometimes take the place of Aphels 

in PTM and Oj. The only examples in OJ are Vlin, and 

VSin (Dalman). For OTA Haphels see note ii. 

5. In which is borrowed from Hebrew, the final vowel is 7 

(Gen. 45.26—Berliner) or i' (Gen. 15.6—Berliner). Supralinear 

MSS. give both pp'p (Dalman, p. 302, note 2) and P^'P (Merx). 

In Dan. 6. 24 the sublinear vowel is 7 and the supralinear is e. 
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Ith forms. 6*. The Ithp®el and Ilhpaal of verbs initial 

dental and sibilant are modified as follows 

{a) n of the prefix is assimilated to a following n, D, or “r (thus 

is-inx becomes 

(d) n changes places with a following sibilant and after V and T 
becomes C and 1 respectively. Examples: TUtpVKj 

Ittaphal forms are not affected Exod. 21. 29). 

7. In PTM assimilation of n to 2, 3, D. J and other consonants 

takes place occasionally. Examples: 

(31. 4), = nor^ns (28. 4). Dalman com- 

pares i(f>(f>aOd (Mark 7. 34) = nnsnx (§ 19^ note 5). Cf. also 

C/:resL 4.19, = njjpnrp. 

8. In the supralinear vocalization an intrusive vowel frequently 

appears after preformative nx, in the perfect and other tenses 

(y^ib'nN). 
Shaphel, &c. 9*. Shaphel causative forms are found. The 

most frequent are ‘complete’ (passive Gen. 2. i), 

‘subdue’ (Gen. 12.5), ‘rescue’ (Gen. 37.21), 

‘finish’ (Gen. 2. 2). See § 26, note 6. 

10. Less common forms are the Po'el and Pa'el (both = 

Arabic iii), with their passives (e.g. p??', Gen. 24. 14). The Pdlel, 

Palel, and Palpel are formed from stems and v"vX§ 32, note 7, 

§ 34, note 2). 

OTA. 11. OTA instead of Ittaphals uses Hophals and a 

perfect passive P®al of the form P^'il, especially in the 3 person 

(nn'n;. Dan. 5.28; Ezra 5.14; cf. Ckres/. 1.8). 

Haphels for Aphels and preformative nn for BX are both normal in 

Od’A, though not universal. With (Dan. 4.16) the Syriac 

forms having preformative may be compared. 

12. Where OJ has e in the final syllable (Pael, Aphel, Ithpeel) 

OTA sometimes has e and sometimes I. It is difficult to make 
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a general statement on the subject, or to frame an accurate para¬ 

digm, because of the paucity of material. The following review 

includes all perfects, imperfects, imperatives, and participles of 

verbs other than those (§ 27), which agree with OJ, and and 

(§§ 32 and 34), which exhibit the vowels e and I in nearly equal 

proportion. In the PAEL perfect, examples of z number four, 

against one of ^ (Dan. 6. i); in the imperf. and panic, there is one 

example of both on each side, of the imperat. no cases at all. In 

the HAPHEL the perfect (three examples) and the imperative (two 

examples) have / (excluding ^ note 5), in the imperfect there 

are two cases of / and two of / (viz. and rinn)^ in the parti¬ 

ciple two cases of J. In the HITHP^EL there are no cases of the 

perfect or imperative, in the imperfect there are four examples of z 

and one of e, and in the participle two examples of e. The extent 

of the influence exercised by pause on these forms is very uncer¬ 

tain. For intransitive P^al perfects see note 3. 

§ 17. PERFECT TENSES 

Pael. P^AL. 

PTM OJ OJ PTM OJ 
ans 3 s. m. 

nn^ri? n3iD*i nans f. 

Nn- n3'n3 Nn- n3i?33 T ; : : Nn- nans T : : " : 2 s. m. 

f. 

np'ris np'ito'n npn3 I sing. 

pan? ^13^D3 pans 5Dn3 3 Pl- nu 
pn3 
It;- 

N3'n3 T • “ T : pns Nans T - : f. 

pn3^n3 pnsns 2 pi. m. 

prin^ris pri3',o*i • • pnons f. 

XD3'n3 T ; - NJ3iD1 T : : Ipns NDsns T : - : I plur. 
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Table. 1*. The table represents the inflexion of all perfects, in 

a, e, and u. The analogy of OTA (note 6) suggests that the supra- 

linear 3 s. f. should be pronounced rather than nDHS (§ 2. 6). 

Endings. 2*. The distinctive ending is more common in 

OJ than in PTM (Dalman) and is predominant in OTA 

3*. The PTI\I plural endings un and an are borrowed from the 

imperf. tense, to which they properly belong. z7 and d also occur 

in PTM. 

4. In PTM occurs for |3 and for pn, especially in 

Aphels. The e may have been transferred from the final syllable 

of the Aphel (Pael) stem. Dalman suggests the influence of the 

forms of § 21, note 7. Examples: (25.5), (23. 9). 

The form (19. ii. 9) = + 

Accent. 5*. In OJ only the 2 plur. terminations are accented ; 

in OTA the 2 plur., 3 s. f. (Syriac type—see note 6) and the i sing.; 

in PTM at least the 2 and 3 plur. terminations and possibly, like 

OTA, the 3 s. f. and i sing. 

OTA. 6. In OTA the 3 s. f. has two forms, one of the OJ type 

and the other resembling the Syriac form. The former occurs in 

two P^als and in the few cases there are of Hithp®el 

(nM|nn) and Haphel (^P.'J.l') forms. The latter occurs in three 

P®als (np.^P) and in two of three Hophals the P®al, 

Pael, and Hophal the i sing, has a form that resembles the Syriac 

(nyT, 71313). In the Haphel, besides (§ 33), only nns^n 
(Dan. 2. 25) occurs. The form resembles that of OJ and perhaps 

its vocalization, which is also that of a 3 s. f. perfect, should be 

nns^n (as or rins^n (as in supralinear MSS.). The supra- 

linear MSS. of OTA have a larger proportion of OJ forms than 

MT in the 3 s. f. perfect, but they do not wholly eliminate the 

Syriac type. The absence of vowels in the texts of PTM leaves it 

uncertain how far they agree with the forms of OJ and how far 

with those of OTA. 
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Syntax. 7. In PTM the 2 pi. masc. form is always used for 

the 2 pi. fern, and frequently the 3 pi. m. for the 3 pi. f. (Dalman). 

8. In PTIM and OTA perfect tenses alternate with participles 

in narratives regarding the past (cf. § 21), and the use of successive 

sentences unconnected by conjunctions (asyndeton) is characteristic, 

especially of PTM. OJ follows the Hebrew text in its use of 

conjunctions. The perfect is used to express unfulfilled conditions 

after PN (26. 18) and (21. 11, 24. i, 27. 12) and sometimes also 

as the tense of the following apodosis (21. ii), but not generally 

(see § 22, note 2/). 

00
 

• IMPERFECT TENSES 

Pael.— OJ AND PTM P^AL.- OJ AND PTM 

Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. 

3 masc. 

priD*' n''n3n fern. 

pnri^n nanan * : : * 2 masc. 

priDn IpnDn pn2n ppripn fern. 

ninD3 • « I m. and f. 

Stem vowels. 1*. The stem vowel of the im perf. P^al is 

rarely except in the case of verbs final aleph or yodh 

Pathah is not usual in the imperff. P®al of intransitive 

verbs. For verbs final guttural see § 23. The occasional use of u 

for 0 and of 7 for e may originally have been limited to pausal 

forms, where it is found with special frequency (Deut. 16. 29). 

2*. The stem vowels of other imperff. than the P^al agree with 

the corresponding vowels of the perfect. Examples: 

")n3n'» 

Preformative vowels. 3*. Supralinear preformative pathah 

(= seghol) in the i sing, imperf. P^al (as in Judg. 4. 7, 6. 15), except 
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in the case of some verbs initial guttural (§ 23), is a usage of late 

Yemenite MSS. In OTA preformative seghol occurs twice in MT 

and hireq once 

4*. In the supralinear MSS. published by Kahle the preforma¬ 

tive vowel of the i sing, impeif. Pael is regularly 'N, and is 

commonly written in the unvocalized texts of PTM. This 

orthography is to be regarded as a representation of hateph 

seghol (§ 2.8). Q"iyDX in the MT of Zech. 7.14 may be compared. 

The only i sing, imperf. Pael form in OTA is (Dan. 2. 24). 

5. After the final consonant of the preformative syllables of the 

imperff. P®al and Aphel an intrusive vowel (hireq) is sometimes 

indicated by the supralinear punctuation (e-g. 

Deut. 15. 6—Kahle p. 222). So also in the Ithp®el (§ 16, note 8). 

Prefix b. 6. Forms of 3 s. m. imperf. with preformative b 

(Brockelmann, Grufidriss, i. 565) are found in PTM (21. ii. 6). 

Examples: 'ini?, b)yb, pyb They 

seem to occur generally in certain special types of sentence, e. g. in 

those expressing a purpose (after and or a wish (see 

Dalman, p. 264 f.). In OTA the forms (''•.''.p^)j P.p^j arid 

occur. They may have been preferred in order to avoid the 

use of forms resembling the divine name nin'. 

OTA. 7. In OTA the stem vowels of the imperf. P®al are ti 

^ and (?(^^?') and those of the impff. Pael and Haphel 

(? or J (§ 16, note 12). In the Haphel imperf. uncontracted forms 

are nearly always used The plural ending /7(or 0), 

for iin, occurs twice (§ 29, note 10; § 35, note 5). See also notes 

3, 4 and 6. 

Syntax. 8. In PTM the uses of the imperfect tense are 

very strictly limited : 

(i) It is a jussive (21. ii. 6, 26. 17, 27.6) or imperative (with 

negative, 16. ii. 4, 19. ii. 7 f., 22. ii. 5 ; as a polite imperat., 24. ii. 7) 

^ In the supralinear MSS. probably hireq, as Dan. 5.17 (Struck). 
■2765 G 
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and expresses wishes, imprecations (26, last line, 28, second last 

line) and resolves (18. 9, 28. 6—see (4) below). 

(2) It is used after and to express purpose (18. 13, 

18. ii. 4, 21. 15), after = lest (24. 3) and after 1 (or N'h) in 

dependence upon verbs of asking {21. 2) and ordering (23. 5). 

(3) It is used modally (21. 3), especially in questions (19. ii. 9, 

20. ii. 7, 24. ii. 2, 25. ii. 8). Cf. note 9 (3). 

(4) It is a future tense only when there is an implication of 

indefiniteness (19. iii.3 ‘that I should go out', 22.1 ‘should be 

married’, 28. 6, ‘everything that any one 

may did me I will do ’), in subordinate clauses. 

9. In OJ the imperfect tense is used more extensively than in 

PTM. It is employed : 

(1) As an imperative, jussive, and voluntative, expressing com¬ 

mands and exhortations (Gen. 6. 21, Exod. 22. 24, Deut. 16. 18, 

Josh. 23. 8, 13, I Sam. 24. 13), and resolves (Gen. 6. 7, Josh. 24.15, 

I Sam. 24. 11). 

(2) After in purpose clauses (Gen. 12. 13, 27. 25, Exod. 

8. 6, 11. 7, Deut. 4.1, 5. 16, 8. i, 11. 8). 

{3) As the usual equivalent of most Hebrew modal imperfects 

(to be rendered by may, might, would, should, must, &c.). ‘ Could ’ 

is expressed by an imperfect (2 Sam. 2.22, i Kings 8.5) or a 

participle (i Kings 18. 10, Jer. 24. 2), or by with an imperf. 

(Gen. 13. 16). ‘Can’ may also be expressed by (Isai. 

49- 15)- 
(4) As the ordinary future tense, for which PTM uses the 

participle. Examples: Gen. 2. 17, 3. 4, 49. i, Exod. 4. i, 6. i, 

Deut. 16. 18, Josh. I. 3, 18, 3. 5, 10, 13, 18. 8, 23. 5, i Sam. 24. 21. 

(5) In conditional sentences, following (Gen. 18. 26, Exod. 

22. 24, Josh. 23. 12) and ’’"1^ (Hebrew '?), Josh. 24. 20. A parti¬ 

ciple, however, is used to translate a Hebrew participle (Gen. 

43. 4f.). 
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(6) As a future in the past (preterite future)—Gen. 2. 19, Exod. 

2.4, I Sam. 22. 22, 2 Kings 13. 14—for which a participle (Gen. 

43. 25, I Kings 7. 7) or with an imperf. (2 Kings 3. 27) are 

possible alternatives. 

10. In OTA the imperfect is used as the ordinary future tense, 

as a jussive, and in the various modal senses. It is also used in 

conditional sentences, referring to the future (English indefinite 

present). It seldom refers to the present or the past. 

11. "ITO (‘ready’, ‘prepared’) or ^ “T’pV, with an infinitive, also 

expresses future time in OJ and PTM (Gen. 4. 10, 41. 28, Exod. 

16. 23 ; Dalman, Grammar^ p. 268 f.). 

12. Sometimes an imperfect tense depends directly upon a 

governing verb, without (§ 7, note 7) being prefixed (29. 21, 

Nitptp ‘ Our teachers here ask (that) I should 

pray, so that rain may fall ’). Cf. xpp 

(19. iii. 3) ‘the only remedy of the affair is that I should go out 

from here ’. For and see note 13. 

13. In PTM the i plur. imperf. is often used for the i sing, 

impf. (19. iii. 3, 21. i, 24. ii. 7, 29.21; Dalman, p. 265^). Cf. 

Dan. 2.36, and see § 21, note 14. 

§ 19. IMPERATIVES 

Pael. P®AL. OJ 
2 s. m. 

'3'n3 n'py '3^n3 f. 

!im3 • — 5iy:p n^ny u^n3 2 pi. m. 

X3'n3 
T • • 

xy3D 
T • : xnuy 

T • 
X2^n3 

T : f. 

PTM 
a’n? yjp n'ny 3in3 2 s. m. 

ry:p n?y p3n^3 f. 

pan? ny:p inny P3n^3 2 pi. m. 

t?n? m i3ni3 f. 
G 2 
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1*. In PTM ihe terminations are accented, in OJ unaccented. 

2*. The final stem vowel of an imperative form agrees generally 

with that of the corresponding imperfect tense (cf. § i8, note i). 

3*. The MSS. of PTM indicate only « as the stem vowel of the 

inflected forms of the P®al imperatives, i was probably in some 

cases the stem vowel, as well as d (see § 25, note 5, and § 36, 

note 9). might have been given as the paradigm form. 

4*. In OJ and PTM the plural imperative of the derived stems 

is the same as their 3 plur. perf, and in some verbs the plural 

imperat. P®al is also ambiguous PV^P). 

5. i(ji(j^aOd is understood by Dalman (p. 278, note i) to be 

2 plur. fern, imperative Ethp^el, having n assimilated to D (§165 

note 7) and with the fern. plur. ending silent as in Syriac, the 

man’s ears being addressed (in Dalman ‘Augen’ should be ‘Ohren’). 

Accordingly = icficfiaOd (n not being distinguished 

from X in Galilee—Dalman, p. 57 f.). 

OTA. 6. OTA imperatives agree in terminations and accentua¬ 

tion with the imperatives of OJ. The OTA forms corresponding 

to and are (one example) and (two examples). 

sS 20. INFINITIVES 

BAB PTM OJ OJ 

znrrp peal 

2',nprp 

T ; : • 

xznsD 
T T - : T — 

X3n2 
T T - 

Pael 

xnnzD 
T T ; - T ; ” 

xnn2X 
T T : - 

Aphel 

T T : : • 
nun’nx 

T : : • 

xnnsnx 
T T : : • 

Ithp^el 

xznrnD 
T T - ; • T - : . 

xnnrnx 
T T - : • 

Ithpaal 

xznDriD 
T T ; - • T ; - . 

X2nDnx 
T T : - • 

Ittaphal 
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Orthography. 1*. 'I'he feminine ending of the infinitives 

of the derived stems in PTM is often represented by n, and this 

orthography is usual in OTA. 

BAB. 2. The forms under BAB, which are of Babylonian 

origin, occur occasionally in OJ (Judg. 3. 26) and PTM (23. 3). 

OJ. 3*. The OJ forms in uth are used in the construct and 

with suffixes. Penultimate d is unchangeable Gen. 

14.17). 

PTM. 4*. The infinn. of the derived stems in PTM are in¬ 

flected like feminine nouns 16. ii. 8—infin. Aphel ot 

m- 
OTA. 5. In OTA the forms are generally those of OJ, but 

with preformative n for X (see paradigm, p. 95). npOt? (Ezra 4. 22), 

with construct ending as in PTM, is exceptional. 

Infin. P®al. 6*. In OJ and OTA infinn. P®al are inflected as 

nouns of the B class P'''?1I?P (§ 12, note 5). In PTM the 

termination 3— (§ 36, note 8) is added to the P®al infinitive before 

suffixes (n'snipD). 

Syntax. 7. The adverbial use of the Hebrew infin. absolute 

(as in Deut. 15. 4, 5, 8) is exactly reproduced by OJ, and the P®al 

infinitive form is then generally written in the supralinear 

MSS. (but cf. in 2 Sam. 24. 24, Kahle, p. 28). The idiom is 

infrequent in PTIM (Dalman, p. 280). 

8. In OJ an infinitive dependent on a governing verb is nearly 

always preceded by b, even when there is no preposition in the 

Hebrew text (Exod. 2. 3, Deut. 1.19, 2.25, Num. 22.14, Judg. 

8.3, Isai. I. 14). In Ol'A the use of b is invariable. In PTM 

both constructions occur, with b (19. ii. ii, 20. ii. i and 3, 22. ii. 6, 

24. ii. I and 4, 26. 10), and without b (19. ii. 10, 27. 2, 3, 6 and 8, 

29. 7). 

9. A Hebrew infinitive in the nominative case is generally 

replaced in OJ by with an imperfect (Gen. 2. 18, 29. 19, Exod. 
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14.12, Judg. 18.19), or a perfect (Gen. 30. 15), or a partic. (Isai. 

7. 13). Examples of the retention of the infin. occur in i Sam. 

15. 22, 29. 6, Isai. 10. 7. 

10. The Hebrew negative is represented in OJ by ^'"1? 

(with an infin.), e.g. in Gen. 3. ii, 4.15, Deut. 4. 21, 8. 11, 

Josh. 5. 6, Judg. 2. 23. In OTA ^ with an infin. means ‘ must 

not be h 

11. A peculiarity of the syntax of OTA is that a single object 

noun, with no qualification, stands before a governing infin. (Dan. 

3.16, 5.16, &c.). Cf. Dan. 2.12, 3.19, 5.7, 7.25, where the 

object follows. Objects such as generally follow a governing infin. 

may also precede the infin. (Dan. 2.10, 3. 32, 5. 15, &c.) and do so 

freely in Ezra (4. 14, 5. 13, &c.). 

§21. PARTICIPLES 

Aphel. Pael. P^^AL. 

PTM OJ 

active 

passive 

Ittaphal. Ithpaal. Ithp®el. 

ariDntD 

Forms. 1*. Since verbs final guttural and resh have a for e 

in all final syllables “ip? is the partic. P®al of and there is no 

distinction between the active and passive forms of the Pael and 

Aphel participles of such verbs. On the other hand, (Deut. 

3. 3, Judg. 12. 5) and (from , rescue) are passives as 

well as actives. 

2*. In OJ I sometimes appears for final e (so in i Kings 

I. 6, Kahle, p. 28, and in Deut. 28. 50, Kahle, p. 225). 
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P®al particc. used as nouns always have 1 in the supralinear punc¬ 

tuation (so pn?, ‘^''7?, P'l?). In OTA e is usual, but eight words 

have i for e, viz.: 

pty pjj'n, nm, by. 

3*. The particc. of intrans. verbs have the same forms as those 

of trans. verbs. Examples : ^'^*5 (also ‘sleeping’; p'nn (also 

r‘'71) ‘ trusting ‘ hoping ’; (also ^^^7) ‘ fearing 

4*. Words of the form rnay have an active sense. Exam¬ 

ples : ‘ thinking ’; "^'*77 ‘ remembering ’; (? also 7'’^^) 

‘ wondering ’. 

5. The form occurs occasionally in PTM and 

(especially with verbs medial guttural) in OJ (Gen. 2. 9). 

Inflexions. 6. Participles are inflected like nouns of the 

B class (§ 10, note 7). There is, therefore, no formal distinction 

between active and passive in the particc. Pael and Aphel when 

these are inflected (Nnnpp, &c.). Forms like pn'Dn (17. ii. 18), 

p^'pD (23.8), (27. 2), and (28.17) occur in the un¬ 

vocalized texts of PTM and are read by Dalman as &c. 

They do not occur in MSS. having a supralinear vocalization 

(Dalman, p. 311). Possibly yodh in such cases signifies vocal 

shewa (§ 2. 8). 

7*. Shortened forms of the personal pronouns ot the first and 

second persons (NJ, ip, and pi^) joined to particc. make a new 

tense form. Examples: (Gen. 4. 9), (Berliner) or 

(Merx), in Num. 22. 30, ipy“jl (Deut. ii. 10, Kahle, p. 16), 

(25* h. 8),^ Pi^V^I (J^%* 5- ^^so § 30, note 5. 

8. Tense forms got by uniting particc. and perf. terminations 

also occur, e.g. P^^9 !%!?, § 28, note i), meaning ‘ they 

prayed ’ (Dalman, p. 284). 

^ So Dalman (cf. Gram., p. 290); why not p'VT ? 
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Syntax. 9. In PTM participles take over much of the early 

usage of imperfect tenses. They serve as an ordinary future tense 

(15.9, 16.5—20.11, 23. ii. 8, 26.3), and as the English 

indefinite present (= future) in conditional sentences (16. ii. 13), 

and they express promises (15. 10, 20. ii. ii) and general truths 

(23. 8). With "ly ‘while’ (14.11.4), and in an object sentence 

dependent on a past tense (16. ii. ii) they are used as past pro¬ 

gressives and may sometimes be rendered by an English past tense 

(24. 2). The use of particc. in place of perfect tenses in narratives 

of past events is very characteristic (24. ii. 3, 25. ii. 2 ff., 27. 9— 

10. In OJ particc. often represent Hebrew imperff. (or consecu¬ 

tive perff.), but not to the same extent as in PTM and not in the 

same uses. Acts customary in the present (Exod. 18. 15, Num. 

II. 12, Deut. I. 31 and 44, Judg. 7. 5, 10. 4, i Sam. 5. 5, 16. 7, 

2 Kings 9. 20) or in the past (Gen. 29. 2, Num. 9. 20, Judg. 2. 19, 

6.5, 14.10, I Sam. I. 3, 6, 7, 2. i3f. and 19) are expressed by 

particc. For the different idiom employed by PTM, see § 22, 

note 2 (c). 

In questions understood of present time, a Hebrew imperf. is 

rendered in OJ by a participle (Gen. 32. 29 = 32. 30, 37. 15, Exod. 

2- 3- S> Judg. 17. 9, 19. 17, I Sam. i. 8, 25.10, 28. 16).^ 

So, also, when the Hebrew imperf. denotes continuance of a 

state through a period in the past (Gen. 2. 25, Exod. 13. 22, i Sam. 

I, 13, Isai. 10. 7) or the future (i Sam. 1.14). 

11. In OTA the partic. is the ordinary equivalent of a present 

tense (Dan. 2. 8) and a very frequent alternative to a perfect in 

narratives of past events (Dan. 4. 4, Ezra 5. 3). It is also used as 

a progressive tense, descriptive of events in the present (Dan. 3. 25 

—pD^HD) or the past (Dan. 5. 5—nnn3), and in stating general 

‘ In OJ an imperfect in questions is to be understood as a future (Gen. 16.8), 

or in a modal sense (Gen. 27. 45, i Sam. 17. 8, 28. 15). Cf. § 18, note 9. 
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truths (Dan. 2. 21). Occasionally it alternates with the imperfect 

as a future tense (Dan. 4. 29). 

12. When the pronoun subject of a partic. is in the third person, 

it is often left unexpressed {Chrest. 15. ii, 16. ii. 3, 20.8, 24.10, 

27.9; Dan. 4. 4, 4. 32). 

13. A general statement with an indefinite subject is expressed 

by the plural of a partic. without an explicit subject. Examples: 

Chrest. 27.11, ‘men despise’; Ezra 6.3, ‘men sacrifice’; Dan. 

4. 28, equivalent to a passive ‘you are addressed’. 

14. The I pers. plur. of the participle tense (note 7) may be used 

for the I pers. sing. (Dalman, p. 266). Cf. § 18, note 13. 

15. Some verbs take as their complement a participle, instead of 

an infin. Examples: (14. ii. i), '"1^ (16. ii. 9, 20.10), 

(19. 13). (‘ begin’) is used with particc. in the Peshitta, but 

with infinn. in OJ (Gen. 6. i, Deut. 2. 31, Judg. 10. 18, 13. 5, i Sam. 

14. 35) and in OTA (Ezra 5. 2). 

§ 22. COMPOUND TENSES 

1*. The tenses of the verb njn ‘ become ’ form compound tenses 

with the participles of other verbs. These compound tenses occur 

frequently in PTM and are also a characteristic feature of OTA. 

They are seldom used by OJ. 

2. In PTM the perfect of njn joined to a present participle 

expresses : 

{a) A past progressive tense, in sentences introduced by ‘who’ or 

‘when’ (14. ii. I, 15. ii. i, 22. 7) and in circumstantial clauses 

(15. 6, 16. ii. 5). It describes a prolonged state or act in the past, 

where in English a past tense is a possible (22. 3, 27. ii. i) or a 

preferable (16. ii. 5, 16. ii. 8) alternative. The verbs employed are 

very frequently intrans. verbs denoting state or condition. Exam¬ 

ples : T? '“'jn ‘ when he was coming ’, VIJ njn ‘ now he 
2766 H 
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knew’. In the sentence HQ nb n'lDvSi nDiDDN ia n'D3 mm 

(29. 6) the compound tense possibly expresses a past inchoative, 

‘ when she began weeping in the street, I asked her what was the 

matter 

(d) A pluperfect progressive tense, in sentences dependent on a past 

tense (16. 6, ‘he found that he had been selling’). 

(c') A habit or cusiom, in the present (21. 12) or the past (22. ii. 2, 

23. ii. 7, 27. I, 28. 6, ‘ he used to say ’). 

if) An act repeated iti the past a number of times, by the same or 

by different persons (15.3, 19, ii. 15—njn ;i3nS 'nx nwT |xp i>2 

I? 13,2 2.7). 

{e) A future m the past (preterite future), ‘ he lay down beside 

one of them in order to learn what they would say’ (17. ii. 4 f.). 

(y*) A past conditional, expressing ‘ would have ’ (22. 9, after ^ 

24. 2, 27. 12, both in apodoses of conditional sentences, after unful¬ 

filled conditions). 

3, The participle tense of njn (see § 21, note 7) may be used, 

instead of its perfect tense, in combination with the present parti¬ 

ciple of another verb. Examples: ‘ ^ repeatedly un¬ 

covered’ (22.7), ‘ How could I have diverted 

my attention? ’ (29. 28). P'or the expression of ‘could have ’ by a 

compound tense see also note 5. 

4. In OTA the uses of the perfect compound tense, so far as 

they occur, are the same as in PTM. Examples: {a) Dan. 2. 31, 

5. 19—PV'I ‘trembled’, describing a prolonged state or condi¬ 

tion ; (c) Dan. 5. 19—‘"'in ‘he used to kill’; (d) Dan. 6. ii, 

three times in the day he knelt on his knees and prayed ’ NIH 

♦ . ♦) and Dan. 6. 5, ‘ they sought repeatedly to find an 

excuse’ (pP^ ^"'H). In Dan. 6. 15 may be classed under 

{a) or {d). 

5*. In OJ a participle or an imperfect tense is generally used 

where PTM would use a compound perfect tense. A compound 
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perfect is, however, sometimes used to describe an act or state 

extending over a period of time (Gen. 2. 6, 19, Josh. 4. 14, ‘as 

they had reverenced ’) or repeated at intervals during a period of 

time (Gen. 31. 18). It is also used in the apodosis of condi¬ 

tional sentences (Judg. ii. 39, ‘he would have redeemed') and to 

express ‘could have' (Gen. 43.7). It is of course the regular 

equivalent of the same compound tense in Hebrew (Gen. 4. 17, 

37. 2, &c.). 

6*. The imperfect joined to the present participle of another 

verb is used {a) as a future progressive tense (Exod. i. 16, after 

{d) to express future custom or habit (Dan. 2. 43), and {c) after 

and to express result or effect {Chrest. 16. ii. 14, 18. 15, 20. 5; 

Dan. 6. 3, Ezra 6. 10, 7. 25 f.) or the substance of a command 

(22. ii. 3 f.). As an alternative to a simple jussive this tense perhaps 

implies emphasis or menace (Chres/. 19. ii. 17; cf. Ezra 6. 8 f.). 

For corresponding uses of the imperfect see § 18, note 8 (2). 

7. A relative sentence contains a compound tense when there is 

a compound tense in the associated principal clause (Dan. 5.19— 

N]n n—Ezra 7. 26, Chrest. 19. ii. 15). 

8*. njn joined to a passive participle provides the equivalent of 

a simple perfect passive (17. ii. 2, 25. ii. 10; Dan. 6.4, Ezra 5. ii). 

with a passive participle is used as a jussive passive (Dan. 3.18, 

Ezra 4. 12, 6. 8 f.); cf. note 6. 

9. In PTM, as in Syriac, the perfect of any verb may be 

slightly strengthened by prefixing to it the perfect of njn (Dalman, 

p. 257 f.). 

10. in combination with an infinitive is sometimes equiva¬ 

lent to a compound tense (20. ii. 10—‘after 

(he) had conquered the city 

H 2 
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§ 23. INFLUENCE OF GUTTURALS UPON 

VERBAL FORMS 

The influence of gutturals (n, n, ]}) and of upon the vowels of 

verbal forms is not as extensive as in Hebrew, but, so far as it goes, 

is similar in character. 

1*. Pathah holds the place of normal sere in the final syllable of 

all parts of verbs final guttural or resh (Pael, Aphel, partic. P®al, &c.). 

In the final syllable of imperff. and imperatives P®al pathah is usual, 

but 0 also occurs before final resh and final ‘ayin, especially in 

PTIM. In OTA pathah is used in all the cases covered by this 

section. The verbs of §§ 27, 32, and 34 are not included. 

2*. In the imperf. P<^al preformative pathah is used in some 

verbs (e.g. but hireq is more common (Dalman). 

In OTA (twice), (once) and or (thrice), with 

the imperfect forms of '"Ijn (Nlpn, &c.), are the only P^al imperff. of 

verbs initial guttural that occur. Dalman (page 93) makes the 

supralinear pathah ofequivalent to seghol (hence Chrest. 18.4, 

19. ii. 9, 20. ii. 7). 

3*. Apparently the only infin. with preformative pathah is 

inyp. In OTA the form is (twice) and Dalman follows this 

analogy in his Dialektproben (18. 14, 29. 7). 

4*. Pathah furtive is used in the pass, partic. P®al of verbs 

final guttural (H'b^). See also § 32, note i. 

5*. An intrusive pathah separates the termination ^ from the 

stem of verbs final guttural. E. g. (Dan. 5. 27). 

6*. Vocal shewa following a guttural in the supralinear punctua¬ 

tion is to be pronounced as the sublinear hateph would be. 

Supralinear pathah in perff. like signifies hateph pathah and 

sere in imperative forms like and signifies hateph seghol. 

See § 2. 7, 8. 

7*. An intrusive hateph (before vocal shewa an intrusive 
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pathah) is indicated in some MSS. of OJ after initial y and initial 

n in the imperf. and infin. forms of the P®al (Aphel, Shaphel). 

and are most frequently so treated. Cf. Judg. 12.5 

and 16. 24 Flebraism ?). In some MSS. after y an 

intrusive hireq is indicated, in harmony with the hireq of the 

preformative syllable (Dalman, p. 93; Kahle, p. 223). For forms 

with intrusive vowels in OTA see note 2. 

8*. In the intensives of verbs medial resh, in which the medial 

radical is not doubled, the preceding pathah is regularly lengthened 

into compensation qames and, similarly, sometimes before medial 

y or N. Examples : ^'1?, In Dan. 5. 9 the sublinear 

reading is and the supralinear is (or 

9. N between two vowels was pronounced yodh (Dalman, p. 60), 

hence PTM in the inflected forms of the active partic. P®al of verbs 

medial aleph and in the intensive forms of and writes 

' for N. PTM and = OJ (Gen. 43. 7—Dalman, 

P* 305) See also § 33, note 2. 

§ 24. VERBS INITIAL NUN 

nn;i ,np3 PS3 P^al perf. 

PB) pi3^ imperf. 

nin PD piQ imperat. 

5in^in ^pp 5inp 5lpil3 

nn'D ^ •• ppp npp psp infin. 

nin'p piDp niDp pisp PTM 

n'nj 
•• T •• T P'??J partic. 

n'nx P'SN' Aphel perf. 

n'n: P'S- P'p: imperf. 

P'S« P'l?^ imperat. 

Rnnx 
T T - 

NpDX NpEt< 
'T T ” 

infin. 

n^np P'?P P'sa partic. 
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Assimilation. 1*. Assimilation of nun to the medial radical 

takes place in the impfif. and inff. P®al and in all the tenses of the 

Aphel and Ittaphal. Nun and its vowel (shewa) generally dis¬ 

appear in the imperat. P®al. 

2*. In verbs medial n and medial y assimilation of nun does not 

take place (Gen. i. 17, Unassimilated forms of other verbs 

also occur (22. ii. 9, Gen. 26. ii, 

3*. The vocalization of verbs medial n, according to the supra- 

linear punctuation, is shown above. Where pathah is written in 

the perfect Aphel (Gen. 2. 5, IMerx), it may be understood to denote 

hateph pathah (§ 2. 7). 

P®al imperatt. and infinn. 4*. The stem vowels of the 

imperative P®al do not become vocal shewa in the inflected forms, 

as they do in Hebrew (see table above). Forms with nun pre¬ 

served sometimes occur in PTM. 2'p (15.9, 16. ii. 7) is an 

alternative to 

5. Infinitives like PPP are normal in OJ, and those like P^^p 

in PTM. 

Ithp^el. 6. Ithp^el forms sometimes assimilate n of the 

prefix to the following nun (§ 16, note 7). 

p'^D 7*. In I assimilates regressively, so that forms 

like those of verbs initial nun are produced. The infin. Haphel 

(Dan. 6. 24) is a case of erroneous dissimilation (cf. § 10, 

note 12). 

OTA. 8. So far as examples occur, notes 1-4 apply to OTA. 

The only verb medial guttural is whose nun is assimilated in 

the Haphel imperfect (^D^), imperative (Ezra 5. 15, nnx or 

and partic. (PPD^^), but not in the Hophal (Bnjn). Other verbs 

with unassimilated forms are iDJ (imperf., inf.), (Aphel), and 

pTJ (Aphel). There are two e imperfects, i’P' (as Syriac; OJ 

and IpiJ? or For the imperat. see § 27, note 10, and for 

P.^p, note 7. 
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§ 25. VERBS INITIAL ALEPH 

Aphel. ?^AL. 

■>P5:? perf. 

n'nv imperf. 

n'nix ip'N 
•• 

imperat. 

n'nix OJ 
p-IDN i • • 

PTM 

T T ^rp ■'P'P by'o infin. 

•• T 
ntDN' 

- T •• T 
partic. 

1*. In the imperf. and infin. P^al and in the Aphel N coalesces 

with the preformative vowel into e and d respectively, and the 

orthography is generally the same as that of verbs initial yodh 

n'5iN). 

P^'al imperf. 2*. The imperfects P®al, that have pathah as 

their stem vowel, are "'PV., and “'p'' (but also The 

final stem vowel of the imperatives of these words is also pathah (in 

Hebrew holem). does not belong to the group (unlike 

Hebrew 

Imperat. 3*. The supralinear imperatives &c., 

although pointed with sere, should probably be pronounced ’'P.^, 

&c. (§ 2. 8), as in OTA C^P^). In the supralinear MSS. of OJ 

(Exod. 33. I, Deut. 10. ii—Kahle, pp. 5 and 15) and 

(Judg. 18. 19—Praetorius) both occur, and the plural form is 

(Josh. 2.1, 18.8). In the singular Berliner's Onkelos has both e 

(Deut. 10. ii) and z (Gen. 22. 2, Exod. 3. 16, 33. i). In all these 

forms yodh presumably at first represented a hurried vowel (vocal 

shewa). 

4*. Some verbs (e.g. NflX) use shortened imperatt. P®al as 

alternatives to the full forms (^M, —in Dalman 

For the ending 3 in see § 29. 
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5*. The stem vowel i of the imperat. plur. of PTM is indicated 

in the texts for some words and may have been the stem vowel of 

all words of this class. The analogy of the imperat. sing, with 

suffixes points to i or 21 (§ 36, note 9). Dalman's pointing 

and (23. i) seems unlikely. 

Aphel. 6*. Of the Aphels with preformative sere that occur in 

PTIM only ^’’^''^5 1 and some verbs having both initial S and 

final N, such as xnx, are recognized by Dalman (p. 298 f.) as correct. 

The salutation ‘hail’ (Chresf. 29. 19) is also'supposed to be 

an Aphel form (imperative). In OJ and OTA pD'H (§ 16, note 5) 

and 'H'X or (OTA T'*'!!, from are used. 

Contracted forms. 7. Contraction takes place in the imperf., 

infin., and partic. of , &c.). Contracted 

Ithp^els and Ithpaals also occur (e.g. and 

= “inSHN*. There seems to be similar contraction of verbs initial 

yodh (in Gen. 4. 18, 26, 24. 15, Merx). 

Unusual forms. 8. HU' and (18. ii. 2) are used as alterna¬ 

tive forms of "I3N and (cf. § 23, note 9). ( = "'P\''.) is a 

Babylonian form, which occurs in PTM (16.5). (17. ii. 7) 

seems to have no parallel and may be an error for (§21, 

note 7) or 

OTA. 9. The variations of OTA are as follows. Etymo¬ 

logical aleph is generally written in the P^al imperf. and infin. 

(^DN', except in the cases of and from NriN and 

NTN* (§ 27). In the P®al imperat. N is generally followed by hateph 

seghol and in (Ezra 5. 15) sere is its equivalent (cf. note 3 and 

niX, Dan. 3. 22, = mx, pass. ptc. P®al). In Dan. 7. 5, where IMT 

has , Strack’s supralinear text reads i.e. (§ 2. 8, 9) 

The Hophal. perf. (Dan. 7. ii) has the same form as the 

Hophal of verbs initial yodh. See also note 6 and the table of 

verbs, p. 96. 
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§ 26. VERBS INITIAL YODH AND WAW 

Aphel. P^^AL. 

riT yi; perl. 

ri'T 
n'pv ny^ yn) vy ^^3' imperf. 

rpix n'n yn — imperat. 

U'n 
X2t:iN‘ 

T T 
3np vy? infin. 

ni'p nn'p vyD byo 

P®al prefixes. 1*. In the imperf. and infin. P®al yodh coalesces 

with the preformative vowel into(i)<?and(2)2 followed by the middle 

radical doubled. In the imperf. tense e is unusual except before a 

medial guttural or resh and the punctuation of the MSS. 
* 

cannot always be relied on. Examples: (Ezek. 17. 10—Kahle, 

p. 46), (Eeut. 10. 13—Kahle, p. 15; Ezra 7. 18), (Josh. 

9. 19, for ‘ we are able ’), (Josh. 24. 19, for ‘ you 

are able ’). For OJ forms having shewa as their preformative vowel 

see note 2. 

Stem vowels. 2. Imperff. P®al with e as their stem vowel are 

(OTA and (PTM occasionally). In OJ imperf. 

forms like (Gen. 3. 16) and ^'1' (Deut. 15. 6) are found 

occasionally. 

Imperat. 3*. The imperatt. P®al are treated like the imperatt. 

of verbs initial nun. In PTM the initial radical is sometimes 

preserved 

Aphel. 4*. The preformative vowel of the Aphel is generally 

0 Where e occurs in the MSS. it is frequently due 

to textual error (Dalman, p. 307 f.). Dalman recognizes in OJ 

and and as possibly correct in PTM occurs in 

OTA (Ezra 5. 14, 7. 15). 

5*. In OJ is used for and the uncontracted forms 

27C6 I 
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and PTHD more often, probably, than the contracted forms. Cf. 

§ i6, note 4. 

Shaphel. 6. The Shaphel (OTA ‘rescue’ has no 

P®al in use (? = (Ezra 6. 3) may be regarded as a 

causative of ^2', with D as in some Syriac forms. For (? from 

see § 27, note 8. 

Ithp^el. 7. For elision of yodh in Ithp®el forms see § 25, 

note 7. 

8. In PTIM forms with elided n are used (e.g. ri'?' = 

Chrest. 29. 8). In OJ and OTA the imperf. and infin. of jriJ take 

the place of the corresponding parts of ^iT and are the only parts 

of jnj in use (see § 24, note 8). In PTIM they are alternatives 

to or and 

OTA. 9. For a synopsis of the forms of OTA see table, p. 96. 

In P^al perff. and imperff. the stem vowel z corresponds to OJ e 

(3n;, b;; nn:). in the imperf. P®al preformative z and e both 

occur is always, erroneously, dissimilated to 

(seven times). The normal Haphel form is like (cf. note 4) 

and a Hophal form (^P^n) occurs once. See also notes 6 and 8. 

§ 27. VERBS FINAL YODH AND ALEPH 

Ittaphal. Ithpaal. Itph^el. Aphel. Pael. P®AL. 

nnnx nnnx nnnN . . nnx • 2 — ''IP Nin T“: pert. 

NtnriN - 2 - • wnriN 

nnH' 'inn'' ; . ••: “ 
'•in'’ 

— ♦ 'in' 
••: • imperf. 

-- : • 

nnnx '•mriN nnriN nnx 
• 2 “ 

nn 'in imperat. 

nxTnnx T T : • • 
HN^nriN* T T • : • 

nsnnriN T T-: : • T T : " 
nxin 

T T • 
'inD 

•• • 
infin. 

TT : • • 
N'Mnnn 

tt - : • 
N'nnnD TT-: : • 

N'^tnD 
tt : - 

&<"inD 
Tt* : 

PTM 

nnntp' nnnp nnriD 'tno .. ; - 
'inp 'in 

•• T act. ptc. 

Ninp 'in pass. ptc. 

''inD PTM 
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Final vowels of stem. 1*. In the bare stem forms, with¬ 

out an inflexional ending, the final radical coalesces with the 

preceding vowel into I or e or a or a. d occurs only in the per¬ 

fect P®al (3 s. m.) and in the OJ adverbial infin. (note 6). d comes 

from ai (cf. § 13, note 2) and the forms of the paradigm in which 

it is found seem to be peculiar to OJ (see, however, note 6). In 

OJ and PTI\I the distinctive orthography njn is more common, in 

this verb, than (cf. 
* 

2*. Intransitive perfects P®al ending in i in OJ are: 

'inj 'Di*, &c. 'fi'p (or with prosthetic vowel) is the only form 

of the kind in PTM (Dalman). In OTA 'nii^(or ''iji9'^)and occur. 

3. Where I appears in the final syllable of imperfects, it may be 

regarded as due to scribal error (Dalman), 

4*. In Yemenite ]\ISS. P®al imperatt. of the form 'in are correc¬ 

tions of 'in under the influence of Hebrew (Diettrich, ZA TW., xx, 

p-151)- 
Infin. forms. 5*. In OJ the third radical of feminine infinn. 

is written aleph but pronounced yodh (cf. § 23, note 9). The 

writing of yodh twice in forms like N''inD, &c., is a characteristic of 

unvocalized MSS. n is used in PTM less frequently than N to 

denote the feminine ending of infinitives. 

6. In OJ an infin. P®al of the form i^lO^ is used as an adverbial 

infin. (cf. § 20, note 7). The PTM form NTHD may have been pro¬ 

nounced ^<l^^p, from 'inip. In 25. ii. 4 Dalman points d in the final 

syllable 

Pass, partic. 7*. The passive partic. P®al is sometimes 

pointed with final z by supralinear MSS. (Deut. 25. 10, Josh .7. 10). 

Shaphel. 8. The Shaphel form ‘complete’, may be 

derived from For the e of the preformative syllable see § 26, 

notes 4 and 6. 

OTA. 9. The vocalic endings of the uninflected forms of 

the perff., imperff., and participles of OTA are d, i, and e, as in 
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OJ (see table, p. 96). Final yodh is written when the vowel is i 

and in (Dan. 5. 12). In other cases—when the final 

vowel is Cl or e—S or n is written at the end of the word, without 

any precise distinction between them. Examples: and ; 

S'ynD; xyn and nys; n:n. For the form nix (Dan. 3.22) 

see § 25, note 9. In Ezra 6. 15 the Kethibh is the Q®re 

or 

10. There are three examples of a 2 s. m. imperat. in OTA, one 

Pael ('20, Ezra 7. 25, for '20) and two P®als ('^^, in Dan. 2. 4, &c. 1 

and Ezra 5. 15, from ^^b^2). 

11. The third radical of the infinitives of the derived stems is 

always yodh in the Kethibh of MT (no^D, &c). There are, however, 

supralinear and other MSS. in which aleph is read, as in OJ, by the 

Q^re (see Strack’s notes on Daniel 2. 10 and 6. 9). 

12. The forms '"IP (Ezra 4. 18, 23) and '^2 (Dan. 2. 30) or '.^2 

(Dan. 2. 19) and the plural I'O") (Dan. 3. 21, 7. 9) are examples of 

perfect P^ils (§ 16, note ii). 

§ 28. VERBS FINAL YODH AND ALEPH 

(perfect tenses) 

Aphel. P^AL. P^AL. 

PTM OJ PTM OJ PTM OJ 

'tnx XI n 
T-: 

3 s. m. 

n"Tnx nx'inx nm 
T“: 

f. 

n- wxnnnx 
T • : ~ n- 

T • : n- xn^in 2 s. m. 

nnnx nnn f. 

n- 'n'ln^ n- n- wn I s. com. 

lirnx ^ixnnx •x'ntr prn irn 3 Pl- m. 
nx'tnx 

T • : “ — nx'nty 
T • : pin nxin f. 

pnnnx pn^in 2 pi. m. 

pjp'tnvX pn\in f. 

NO'inx 
T • : ” x^Tity 

T • : iP.ID I pi. com. 
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Endings. 1*. The OJ plural terminations i (3 masc.) and 

pn (2 masc.) are peculiar to this class of verbs and are used in the 

P®al only. Dalman makes the corresponding endings of PTIM on 

and iu7i (.?) and extends the use of on to all perfects, in accordance 

with the analogy of OJ imperfects. 

2*. The distinctive endings and occur frequently in OJ and 

to a less extent in PTM. In OTA the endings of the 2 sing. masc. 

and I sing, are ^ and n respectively, and there is no example of 

2 s. f. 

3rd radical. 3*. Before all consonantal endings the third 

radical of these verbs coalesces with the preceding stem vowel into 

e or f, as shown in the table. In t perfects the reading for ?, by 

Yemenite MSS. is due to late correctors (Diettrich, ZATIV., vol. xx, 

p. 151 f.). 

4*. In the 3 s. f. of z perfects and in the 3 pi. f. of all perfects, 

OJ retains consonantal aleph (pronounced as yodh) and PTM 

consonantal yodh 18. 3; 21. ii. 7). There are two 

cases in OTA, both of which agree with PTM in writing yodh 

Dan. 7. 15, and Dan. 6. 18). In MT these two 

forms follow two different systems of punctuation. One of the 

MSS. used by Strack supplies the variant reading B'H'n. In PTM 

n'^TriN and are unvocalized forms for (? B^THK or B'tn^) 

and In OJ appears also in the 3 pi. m. of all z perfects. 

5. In PTM forms of the 3 s. f. and 3 pi. m. perf. P®al, with con¬ 

sonantal yodh retained, sometimes occur. Presumably they were 

pronounced like B^tn and p'lB respectively (§ 17). Dalman’s 

pointing of B^Dn (22.19) and B^ys (27.2) seems to follow the 

analogy of the OTA (Hophal) form B^n\l (note 4). In OTA the 

K^thibh preserves one 3 s. f. perf. P®al with consonantal yodh 

(n'DD, Dan. 4. 21). 

OTA. 6. In OTA before consonantal terminations the final 

syllable of the stem becomes i in z perfects (B'^p), ai in the 2 s. m. 
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of ordinary perff. P^^al (^'10) and in or ‘ ^ have built it' 

(Dan. 4. 27), e in other forms See also note 2. 

7. In the 3 sing. fern. perf. P®al the forms Bjn and riin are written 

by MT without discrimination. Strack uniformly prints riTH. In 

other respects the 3 s. f. of perfect tenses agrees with PTM (see 

notes 4 and 5). There is no example in OT A of a pi. fern. 

perf. 

8. In one 3 pi. m. form § 31, note 6) consonantal yodh is 

retained and the vocalization is that of the normal verb (§ 17). 

With this exception the 3 pi. m. is like that of OJ with a 

variation of orthography in the f perfects which is also 

found in some MSS. of OJ (Berliner, 31assorah, p. 92). In Dan. 6. 

17 and 6. 25 Strack’s supralinear text reads The only case 

of a 2 pi. m. is pB'tn (Dan. 2. 8), for which supralinear MSS. read 

9. Baer’s reading of seghol for sere in the final syllable of pausal 

imperfi". Pael and Haphel (Dan. 2. 4, 7, 24 and 5. 12) is not accepted 

by Strack. 

§ 29. VERBS FINAL YODH AND ALEPH 

(imperfects, imperatives and infinitives) 

PeAL. 

Plural. Singular. Imperfect. 

PTM OJ 

pin: nn: 3 masc. 

nnn fern. 

pTnn nnn •• • • 2 masc. 

ptnn 
't; : • 

pnnn pnn fern. 

'nnn 

pn.s I com. 
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PTM Aphel. oj PTM P®AL. OJ Imperative. 

• • •— • 
nn 

• 
2 s. m. 

'ID f. 

pins* irns pin 2 pi. m. 

— — — 
T —: f. 

Imperff. 1*. The imperfect plur 1 masc. termination 071 i 

known from the MSS. of OJ and OTA and is extended by analogy 

to PTM. The 2. s. f. endings in PTM are read by Dalman 

(p. 339) as ain and ai respectively. p'Tnn might be understood to 

signify pinn (§ 2. i). 

2*. Consonantal yodh is retained by OJ and PTM in the 2 and 

3 plur. fern, of all imperfects (cf. OTA Dan. 5. 17). For the 

2 s. f. in PTM see note i. 

3. Forms like 'inx (given in Dalman’s paradigm) sometimes 

occur for 'inN (Gen. 24. 14, Merx), but are characteristic of the later 

Yemenite MSS. (§ 18, note 3). 

Imperat. 4*. The PTM imperative ending on is got by 

analogy from the b of OJ and OTA. The 2 s. f. ending ai is 

shortened from ain and is the only ending of which Dalman gives 

examples from PTM. In OJ <2 = at (cf. § 27, note i). The 

2 plur. fern, form occurs in 2 Sam. i. 24 (riNDn). 

5. Shortened imperatives (2 s. m.) are found in OJ. Examples : 

(P®al—Gen. 24. 14), (Pael—Gen. 24. 2), or 

(Aphel—Exod. 33. 5). 

6*. The 2 s. m. imperat. of the derived stems is the same as the 

3 s. m. perf. in OJ and PTM, the 2 pi. m. of all stems is the same 

as 3 pi. m. perf. in PTM and the P®al imperat. 2 plur. is the same 

as the 3 plur. perf. in OJ. Cf. § 19, note 4. 

Infinn. 7. Infinitives of the form are found in PTM. 

Cf. Ezra 5. 9, 

8. P®al infinitives with suffixes are treated in OJ like plural 
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nouns (§ 13, note 7), except that is used for ai as the suffix of 

the I St singular and that is employed for Nn_. Examples: 

'niintp. ptM has forms like or n'rono (see § 37, 

note 6). In OTA, stems with consonantal yodh are used 

Dan. 4. 32). 

9. Infinitives of the derived stems with suffixes retain the third 

radical in OJ Gen. 24. 9) and are treated like feminine 

nouns of the F class (§ 12, note 9) in PTM (e. g. from the 

Pael infinitive 

OTA. 10. The inflexions of imperfects and imperatt. in OTA, 

so far as examples are found, are the same as in OJ (cf. notes 1,2, 

and 4). There is no case of a feminine imperat. nor of a 2 s. f. 

imperf. The form (Dan. 5. 10), with J for may be a 

special jussive form (Strack). Cf. § 38, note 3. For the infini¬ 

tives see notes 7 and 8. 

§ 30. VERBS FINAL YODH AND ALEPH 

(inflexion of participles) 

Pael. P^AL. P^AL. 

Active ptc. Pass. ptc. Act. ptc. 

Mil nn 
•• T 

Sing. m. 

T : - : T: ” 
Nnn 

T: T 
f. 

1*— —• • 7(— — • PLH ,iLn TO ,i!n Plur. m. 

p03?D 
't ; - : i:!C f. 

1*. In the feminine singular and plural of participles consonantal 

yodh is always retained and in the masc. plural the ending is ain in 

OTA and usually in PTM. In OJ the masc. plural ending is 

always mi, and this form also occurs in PTM. 

2*. Participles used as nouns employ the plural termination 

^wdn (§ 8, note ii). Examples: from 'V*] ‘shepherd’, and 

from 'DN ‘physician’. 
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3*. In the inflected forms, when the middle radical is a guttural 

or a doubled consonant, the supralinear MSS. regularly indicate 

vocal shewa before consonantal yodh Except in 

these cases vocal shewa is seldom represented (Dalman, p. 340), 

but should be pronounced in reading in accordance with the 

general analogy of participle forms, except in the singular fern, of 

the P®al passive partic. (cf. § 10, note 14). 

4*. Words like 'in with pronominal suffixes attached are inflected 

in three ways: (i) the suffixes may unite with the termination e as 

with a plural ending ('niriD, Deut. 25. ii), or (2) the final radical 

yodh may be retained 25. ii. 8, from or (3) instead of 

yodh, aleph may be used. In OJ 'P.? always retains with 

suffixes (Gen. 14. 20, Exod. 20. 5, Deut. 5.9, 7. 15, 30. 7, 2 Sam. 

19. 7, 22. 18, Jer. 49. 7). So also Dan. 4. 16, which is the 

only example of a suffixed form of these participles in OTA. 

5. Examples of tense forms like those of § 21, note 7, are 

(26. 6), fern. (Dalman, p. 352), (Deut. ii. 10—Kahle, 

p. 16), IP'VS (29* 25). The I sing. masc. of this tense is always 

wrongly pointed like in the Yemenite MSS. 

§31-’ , nin, n^n 

Aphel. P^AL. P®AL. Aphel. P^AL. 

'nx N'n 
T-: nin 

T~: • •• j • t “ Nnx perf. 

• •• j — inx 

'DV. •'H'’ 'in'' •• • ^ • 'Dl- •* •• imperf. 

pn^: PJ^'.'. 

'in imperat. 

in'x 

T T - '.i.DP nsn'N ▼ T •• 'D'P infin. 

T T •• PTM 

'DP ''n •• T "in T 'D'P 'nx •• T partic. 

^ To be passed over on a first reading of the grammar. 

2765 K 
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1. Several verbs, having stems with both initial aleph and final 

aleph or yoclh, are treated like XTX,'xdx, X2X). Of 

these only has a shortened imperat. form (§ 25, note 4). 

2. The imperff, and imperatt. P®al and Aphel of xnx are written 

alike, but are distinguished in pronunciation (see note 3). T'P is 

both infin. P^^al and partic. Aphel. 

Imperat. 3. In the imperat. P^al the OJ supralinear form 

xn'N is equivalent to (§ 25, note 3) and the final vowel repre¬ 

sents an original ai. In PTj\I ^3)> (xn'X, 22. ii. 8), 

and (§ 25, note 4) are all used. In Berliner’s Onkelos i is 

written in &c. (cf. The final vowel of may 

be corrected into a (similarly in the case of 22. ii. 8). 

4. The 2 s. f. imperat. P®al of XHX is (i Kings i. 12— 

Kahle, p. 29) or {Chres/. 29. 22). Cf. § 29, note 4. An alter¬ 

native Aphel imper. 2 plur. masc. (Gen. 42. 34) is given by 

Dalman (p. 356). 

5. fxapavaOd (i Cor. 16. 22) is explained by Dalman (p. 152, 

note 3) as being NH Xjno ‘ Come, our Lord ’. WH and von Soden 

both divide the word into [xapav aOd. 

OTA. 6. For see table at the end of this section. The 

OTA passive forms ri'D't} (Dan. 6. 18) and (Dan. 3. 13) are 

explained as Hophal forms = ri^n^n (3 s. f. perf.) and (3 pi. m. 

perf.) respectively (Strack). 

nin. 7. In OJ the longer forms of the imperf. P^^al of njn are 

used only in the plural and (as alternatives) along with or 

in the i sing. In PTM short and long forms are used indifferently 

and both and V. occur. For PTM and OTA &c., 

see § 18, note 6. The 3 sing. fern. impf. in Od'A is or 

No shortened forms occur in OTA. 

8. In the j\ISS. published by Kahle the shortened forms of the 

P®al imperf. of njn are written 'H' and with the original pre- 

formative vowel retained (cf. § 2. 9). 
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N'n. 9. In the verb N'H the medial radical yodh is generally 

suppressed in OJ and PTM in the imperfect (and infin.) P®al and 

in all parts of the Aphel. The same forms are used in Syriac. 

Cf. also 'O' and Hebrew For OTA see table below. 

10. In OJ and OTA the impf. and infin. of elide the 

medial I and assume the forms (plur. and respectively 

(cf. p'i?D, § 24, note 7). In the perfect and participle OJ uses 

only Pael forms (cf. OTA The imperf. and infin. Pael 

also sometimes occur in OJ. 

Haphel. P®al. P^AL. Haphel. P^AL. OTA 

mn Nin 
T“: 5 T“: 

Nnx nnx 
T -: } T 

perf. 

S)r\ vn^n ins 

imperf. 

pnS ' v:v 

imperat. 

(n'n'n'i n^rr'n \ TT ••/ TT*- 
snio infin. 

xnp nns 
•* T 

partic. 

§ 32. MONOSYLLABIC STEMS (’I'V) 

Ittaphal. Ithp^el. Aphel. P®AL. 

PTM OJ AND PTM 

Dpns D'pns Dijns perf. 

Dpi ns PTM 

Di^n: D'pn^ npn^ D'i?: D^p; imperf. 

— D'pns Dpns D'pS D^ip imperat. 

— — SDpns sops 
059 infin. 

SDpnn SDpp Dipp PTM 
Dpntp D'pnp DpnD 

't : * D'pD D'Sp partic. act. 

D'p partic. pass. 

K 2 
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Stem vowels. 1. The stem vowels of the P®al forms some¬ 

times differ from those of the table. Perfects in i are n'O ‘die’, 

‘be old’, and ‘spit’. Imperfects in e are Q'?', and 

PI! (or from np ‘ pass the night Dp ‘ place ’, and ‘judge 

Verbs final guttural generally have u in the imperf. and imperat. 

(e.g. but yj ‘ shake ’ has imperf. and imperat. V] (plur. 

Pathah furtive no doubt always followed u in speech, whether 

written or not (§ 2. 5). Verbs with imperff. in e have imperatives 

in i (D'D, Judg. 19. 6 and 9). 

2*. In supralinear MSS. the Aphel stem vowel e (perf. and 

imperat.) is sometimes written i and the stem vowel i (imperf. and 

partic.) is sometimes written L The stem vowel of the 3 s. m. 

perf. Aphel with pronominal suffixes appears to be normally I 

(np'px, Josh. 24. 26; Gen. 47. 7, Num. 27. 22; Dan. 3. i, 5. ii). 

Preformative vowels. 3. The preformative vowels of the 

P®al are sometimes treated according to the analogy of verbs y'y 

(§ 34)j so that forms like and DpD and occur. 

Examples: Num. 35.25 (Kahle, p. 9), Jer. 18.8 

(Kahle, p. 38), Exod. 12. 23. 

4*. The preformative vowel of the imperff., imperatt., infinn., and 

[)articc. Aphel is often written d in supralinear MSS. Examples: 

n'riN (Gen. 24. 5—Merx), N'njN' (Judg. i. i), (2 Sam. 

24. 16—Kahle, p. 27), DT.? (2 Sam. 24. 18—Kahle, p. 27), njQ 

(Exod. 17. II—Dalman, p. 324). In OTA preformative d occurs 

in an imperfect (Dan. 2. 44) and a partic. (Dan. 5. 19) and in the 

uncontracted forms DT-v', (Dan. 5. 21, 6. 16) and D'pntp (Dan. 2. 21). 

In PTM the corresponding vowel is d. 

5*. When supralinear pathah is written in the perfect and 

imperative Aphel instead of preformative vocal shewa, it may be 

understood to denote vocal shewa (§ 2. 7), rather than to indicate 

a form according to the analogy of verbs (§ 34). 

Ithp^el. 6. In OJ the stem vowel of the Ithp®el is sometimes 
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written d Judg. 5. 20) and the n of the preformative syllable 

may become 1 before initial 1 (hence 

iDtensives. 7*. The intensive forms in use are (OJ 

supralinear), (OJ supralinear), and D'p.PiT The passive 

of the Palpel is like (Gen. 4. 12) or (Gen. 4. 16). 

Verbs medial waw. 8*. Verbs having consonantal waw as 

their medial radical are "'in, '^]V, ni^*, nn, in ‘rejoice’, &c., also 

some verbs having both medial waw and final yodh, njn^ &c. 

OTA. 9. In OTA both the stem vowels and the preformative 

vowels of the P®AL and HAPHEL are normally those of the table 

above. In the 3 s. m. pf. Haphel the stem vowel I occurs as an 

alternative to e (Dan. 2. 14, 6. 2) and in the participle (Dan. 2. 21) 

and the imperf. sing. (Dan. 2. 44, 5. 21, 6. 16) ^ occurs as an alter¬ 

native to I. Preformative hateph seghol occurs in one Haphel 

form in most (?) IMSS. (n^'i?n, Dan. 5. 11). The stem vowel of the 

HITHP^EL is d in one verb (^’^^1) and / in another (Pl^l). The 

only INTENSIVE FORMS are (Dan. 6. 8), (Dan. 

4. 34) and (Dan. 5. 23). There is one HOPHAL, rip'pn 

(Dan. 7. 4, 5). The peculiar passive form (Dan. 6. 18) should 

perhaps be written nw (cf. § 16, note ii). See also notes 2 

and 4. 

§ 33. MONOSYLLABIC STEMS (inflected forms) 

Aphel. P^al. 

Imperai, Perfect. Pariic, Perfect. 

D"P, 

'o'px 
• 1# —• T :’t 

nn^n nop 

N*n- ntD'px 
T • I ** J 

m. 
T : : xn. riDp 

• • • • • • • • • 

!1DP 
't 

ND'ps 
T '• 

(? 
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P®al perff. 1*. The forms of the table are those of the supra- 

linear punctuation. The stem vowel of the perf. P^al is d only in 

the 3 s. m. and 3 pi. m. In Syriac and OTA d is the stem vowel 

throughout the perf. P^al, and this pointing is used by Dalman in 

his Dialektprohen. The inflected forms of n'D are treated like those 

of perfects in sere. 

Particc. 2*. In OJ (and sometimes in PTIM) the uninflected 

participle P®al has the form of verbs medial aleph. In the inflected 

forms yodh is written for aleph in both OJ and PTM. In OTA 

the inflected forms have N in the K®thibh and ' in the Q®re, except 

in (Dan. 7. 16). The inflected participle forms of verbs 

medial aleph retain n in OJ and sometimes in PTM (i Sam. 8. 10, 

I Kings 2. 20; direst.^ 20. 14). Cf. § 23, note 9, and Dalman, 

P- 305. 

OTA. 3. In OTA the termination of the i s. pf. is Wi 

Ezra 6. 12 ; Dan. 3. 14). For the form (Ezra 4. 12) 

see § 35, note 5. 

§ 34. PARTIALLY MONOSYLLABIC STEMS (V'T) 

Aphel. P®al. 

rsN bv (^?) perf. 

P?- imperf. 

bsv m imperat. 

T T ” T T “ 

TBD infin. 

pnD b^bv 
•* T 

rn 
•• T 

panic, act. 

‘’'b: PI? ptc. pass. 

Disyllabic stems. 1*. Disyllabic stems are used in the P®al 

participles, all intensive forms, Ithp^els, and Shaphels. Examples : 

See also § 35, note 4. 
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2*. The intensive forms are of the types (especially 

PTM), (OJ), and b'^'^b'J. b''lV is bor rowed from the stems 

(§ 32). The use of b'^bv is a special feature of the supralinear 

vocalization. (25. 4) is the passive participle of this form. 

Stem vowels. 3*. The stem vowel of the 3 s. m. perf. P®al, 

which is pathah in Syriac and OTA, is always d in the supralinear 

vocalization of OJ, following the analogy of the verbs of § 32. The 

stem vowel of the imperf. P®al is either 0 or d 

Preform, vowels. 4*. The imperf., imperat., and infin. P®al and 

all the tenses of the Aphel have the same forms as the correspond¬ 

ing parts of verbs initial nun (§ 24). In the imperf. and infin. P®al 

preformative z is lengthened to e before an initial stem guttural, but 

is retained before initial resh (pi"'!. Lev. 15. 8). This treatment is 

reversed in the only two cases that occur in OTA (iD^, Dan. 4. 24; 

Dan. 2. 40). 

Participles. 5. In PTM the participle form (§ 32) is 

sometimes used in place of In OJ contracted plurals like 

for r'p'^v, are a feature of supralinear texts. In OTA 

(K®thibh) is replaced by or P^V or P^y (Dan. 4. 4, 5. 8). 

6. Aphel participles like and in PTIM are viewed as 

Hebraisms by Dalman. 

7. ^^yP (25. 5), from bvi^, follows the ordinary rule for the 

inflexion of participles. For pb'PP (23. 8) see § 21, note 6. 

Borrowed forms. 8*. The forms appropriate to stems 

(§32) are transferred to verbs of this class in the cases named in 

notes 2, 3, and 5, and in others also (e.g. in Judg. 6. 26 

}‘ipn = pipri). 

Ittaphal. 9. The Ittaphal forms are like bvJ^is and 

OTA. 10. For the P^AL perf. see note 3, and for the only 

examples of imperf. infin. and partic. see notes 4 and 5. There are 

three types of INTENSIVES in OTA: ^^9 (three verbs), VVyo (Dan. 

2. 40), and (Dan. 4. 16). In the HAPHEL, preformative 
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pathah becomes seghol before V 5- 7)* There are two 

cases of erroneously dissimilated Haphel forms Dan. 2. 25, 

6. 19, and Dan. 4. 3). Cf. § 26, note 9. For normal 

Haphel forms see table p. 96. A HOPHAL form of one verb is 

found 

§ 35. PARTIALLY MONOSYLLABIC STEMS 

(inflected forms) 

Aphel. P®AL. 

Perfect. Perfect. 

Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. 

(^v) 3 masc. 

T • ” 
n^y fern. 

NF). iwjjy Nn. r\bv ^ • • 2 masc. 

ri?i>y ^bv fern. 

t; •• - 
n\^y I com. 

Imperfect. Imperfect. 

Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. 

P^y" biy” 3 masc. 

pisjjn pb'n i)iy’n 2 masc. 

ijiy': Hv'N I com. 

Imperative. Imperative. 

Plur. Sing. Plur. Svig. 

bw bsv 2 masc. 

T 
fern. 

1*. Following Dalman’s precedent, and in accordance with the 

analogy of OTA, the final radical has been doubled in the above 

table, before vocalic endings, in the P®al perfect and imperative, 

but not in the Aphel. In Berliner’s Orikelos doubling is not indi¬ 

cated in any tense. 
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2*. In the 3 pi. m. perf. P^al the stem vowel d (appropriate to 

stems) is sometimes written in supralinear MSS. for d. The 

only example of a 3 plur. masc. perf. P®al in OTA is treated in this 

way (^P*3, Dan, 2. 35). See also § 34, note 3. 

3. Supralinear pathah in imperf. forms like (Deut. 10. ii — 

Kahle, p. 15) may be regarded as representing hateph pathah 

(§ 2. ?)• 
4. P®al and Aphel forms like npp"l (PTM), (Dan. 5. 10, 

K®thibh), and (Dan. 4. 9), with repetition of the final radical, 

occur in PTM and OTA. 

OTA. 5. The distinctive features of OTA are as follows: In 

the inflected forms of the imperative P®AL the stem vow'el is 3 

(^Y2, Dan. 4. II, 20). In the perfect HOPHAL some MSS. 

double the final radical before the plural ending (^^Vp, Dan. 5. 15), 

others do not. In HAPHEL forms, when the stem vowel {e) 

becomes vocal shewa, it is written hateph seghol in some MSS. 

(^i??.^? Dan. 7. 7, 19, Dan. 7. 23—Baer, Ginsburg, Strack). 

Perhaps (Ezra 4. 12) was originally intended for (cf. § 2. 

8, 9). But the tense, termination (§ 18, note 7) and possibly stem 

vowel (cf. § 34, note 8) are all abnormal. There is no other 

example of the 3 plur. imperf. Haphel of an verb in OTA. 

See also notes above, and for np'jn or (Dan. 2. 34, 45), § 17, 

note 6. 

§ 36. VERBAL SUFEIXES 

1*. For the various forms of the accusative suffixes see pp. 90- 

91. In PTM the suffixes added to verbal stems ending in a con¬ 

sonant are those of § 4 and the suffixes added to stems ending in 

a vowel are presumably those of § 12, note 2, although the only 

possible vocalic stem is the 2 sing. fern. perf. (for the 2 s. m. and the 

3 pi. see notes 3 and 5). In OJ the variations from the suffixes of 

§§ 4 and 12 are in the i singular, or 'L for ?, and in the 3 plural. 

2705 L 
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where the independent pronoun i-OX is substituted for pn (P). For 

the forms of the suffixes added to the 3 s. f. perf. see note 6. In OJ, 

in agreement with the Hebrew text, the suffix of the 2 plural is rarely 

found. It seems never to occur with a 3 sing. masc. perf. stem. 

2*. In OJ p3J< is joined in writing to the verbal stem with 

which it is associated, N being omitted when the stem ends in a 

consonant and the form being reduced to P^ with the 3 s. f. perf 

and to p2 in union with stems ending in a vowel 

The forms of the verbal stems are not modified before 

p3N except in the i s. perf., in which and 

are used for &c. 

3*. The difference between PTM and OJ in the endings of the 

3 plur. perf. and 2 plur. imperat. involves a further difference in the 

suffxes attached to these forms. PTM uses the suffixes appro¬ 

priate to the consonantal ending foi, while OJ uses those required 

by the vocalic ending u. Examples: (25. ii. 2), 

(Gen. 19. 16). 

Perfect 3 s. m. and 3 pi. m. 4. For the stem forms of the 

3 s. m. and 3 pi. m. perfects P^al and Aphel with suffixes see 

paradigm, p. 90. Pad perfects are treated like Aphels. In the 

suffixed forms of the perfects Pad and Aphel the final stem vowel 

generally becomes vocal shewa both in the 3 sing, and the 3 plural 

(Np^pEX^ Gen. 19. 16), although sometimes the orthography of PTM 

presumably indicates the retention of the full vowel (20. ii. 2, 

21.1, 

OJ plural forms are sometimes found in PTM {26. 8, 

Sometimes the vowel points in Dalman’s Dialekiprohen are un¬ 

necessarily those of OJ, instead of being those of PTM. In 

21. ii. 7 should be iw:3n:, and in 28. 5 should be 

2 sing, and 1 sing. 5. In OJ and PTM the forms of the 

I sing. perf. with suffixes are like &c. The 2 sing. masc. 

and I sing. com. with suffixes of the 3 s. m. or 3 pi. (where 
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ambiguity arises) are distinguished in OJ by the use of the form 

for the 2 s. m. But ambiguous forms with suffixes of the 

3 sing. fern, like ‘I have found her’ (Gen. 38. 22) and 

‘thou hast found her’ (Gen. 38. 23) are in use. (Gen. 

31. 28) = crapaxOavcL (IMatt. 27. 46), having a suffix of the first 

person, can only mean ‘ thou hast forsaken me In PTM the 

2 s. m. is clearly distinguished from the i sing. com. by its employ¬ 

ment of the termination imi (note 8) before suffixes 

The 2 sing. fern. perf. is distinguished by its retention 

of the old termination i before suffixes 

3 s. f. 6*. The 3 sing. fern. perf. with suffixes is sometimes 

written as if it were i sing. com. ‘ she counselled him 

Judg. I. 14). All the cases noted by Praetorius (Judg. i. 14) are 

forms in which the suffix is 3 s. m. The unambiguous forms are : 

• • • % ' • • ' ••• •• 

1 plur. and 2 plur. 7. The suffixed stem of the i plur. perf. 

in OJ is the same as the independent stem, but written without 

('njn^)t:>). instead of N.ijnbt;' the form is used. In PTM the 

forms &c., are used with suffixes. Dalman explains n as 

derived from the accus. particle (§ 4, note 4). The suffixed stems 

of the 2 plur. masc. perf. are like in OJ (suffixes as § 12) and 

like in PTM (suffixes as in § 4). 

Imperf. stems. 8*. The stems of imperfects with suffixes are 

treated similarly in OJ and PTM. The syllable hiJi is added to 

the stems of all imperfects (cf. Hebrew ^37-V!), except in OJ before 

the 3 plur. masc. suffix. The suffixes are the same as those added 

to perfect stems. (See paradigm, p. 90 f.). The orthography P327I! 

for P3D’'^7^ and for Yemenite MSS. is a Hebraism 

due to late correctors (Diettrich in ZATW. xx. 152). 

Imperat. stems. 9. In OJ singular imperative stems with 

suffixes remain unchanged and the suffixes are those of § 12, except 

in the cases of the i sing, and 3 plural. In PTM the Pael and 

I. 2 
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Aphel singular imperat. stems with suffixes are identical with the 

corresponding perfect stems. The P^al imperat. stem is distin¬ 

guished from its perfect by the vowels i or u following the initial 

radical. These vowels are sometimes indicated in the MSS. by 

yodh and waw respectively. 

The imperative plural stem in OJ is like and in PTM like 

p3n3 (see paradigm, p. 91). Pael and Aphel perfect and impera¬ 

tive plural forms are generally not distinguishable. The Aphel 

imperat. in OJ occasionally retains its final stem vowel (e. g. 

‘ bring her out ’ = 

V'y stems. 10*. The forms of verbs undergo no change 

when suffixes are attached (but see § 32, note 2). 

Syntax. 11. The use of an anticipative pronominal suffix 

before a definite accusative governed by a verb, an idiom character¬ 

istic of Syriac, is found occasionally in OJ (Gen. 39. 15, 

‘he left his garment beside me’) and PTM (22. ii. 4, 

nni'pZ ‘he ordered the messenger’; 21. 7, 22. ii. 6). 

12. The subject of a dependent clause introduced by is also 

sometimes preceded by an anticipative pronoun (16. 6, 

pzyz njn*! ‘ he found that he had been selling ’). It is idiomatic to 

put the subject of such a dependent clause into the principal 

sentence as an object (16. ii. ii, P?]! 

‘ he saw that the buyer was standing behind him ’). 

13. Occasionally the object pronoun of the 3 plural is used 

indefinitely for ‘ some people’ (28.4, pS’tPiJ ‘ saw some 

men killing’ (mice); for the verbal stem Hton see § 37, note i). 

§ 37.' VERBAL SUFFIXES WITH S'6 STEMS 

Perf. 3 s. m. 1. In PTM the termination of 3 s. m. of all 

perfects with suffixes is treated like the ending of a feminine noun 

^ To be passed over on a first reading of the grammar. 
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(cf. § 36, note 7). Examples: ~'ncn and ?l'n;en (or 

In the derived stems these forms, when un¬ 

vocalized, are the same as the 3 s. f. (note 4), and in the P^al 

is always ambiguous, ‘he saw him' or ‘she saw him ’ (note 5). 

2. In OJ the 3 s. m. perf. P^al with suffixes either retains (con¬ 

sonantal) N* ^c.) or is treated as ending in a vowel 

("HID, "r'jri)- With the suffixed forms are like p2Tn. 

3 s. m. and 3 pi. m. 3. In OJ the 3 s. m. and 3 pi. m. per¬ 

fects Pael and Aphel wdth suffixes generally preserve the third 

radical yodh. Examples : (Gen. 2. 15), (Gen. 2. 22), 

(Gen. 3. 13), (Judg. i. 7). With the ordinary 

stem is used (pS'inS). 

In PTIM the third radical yodh is sometimes retained both in 

P^al perfects (25. iii. 7, = ^''pvnp), and in perfects of the 

derived stems (cf. notes i and 5). 

3 s. f. 4. In OJ and PTM the ending of the 3 s. f. of I perfects 

(§ 27) is generally contracted to n\ before suffixes. Examples: 

(Judg. 4. 19), {Chresi, 18. 13). In PTM 

these are also imperative forms (note 7). 

Perf. stems. 5. In the other parts of the perfect tenses suffixes 

are generally added to the unchanged verbal stem. Examples : 

(3 S.f.), (OJ 2 s. m), (i sing.), (OJ 3 pi. 

perf. peal), (PTM 3 pi.). Eor (i plur.) see § 36, 

note 7. 

In some supralinear MSS. the ending of the 3 pi. m.pf. Peal with 

suffixes is written u instead of 0 Judg. 1.8 ; Judg. 

I. 4)* 

Impf. stems. 6. In all imperf. tenses the suffixed stem is made 

by adding 2 to the ordinary stem (§ 36, note 8). Examples: 

When is used the forms are like that of 

In some supralinear MSS. the vowels before nn are i instead of e, 

and ii instead of 0 Cf. OTA, § 38, note 5. 
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Imperat. stems. 7. In OJ imperatives 2 s. m. and 2 pi. m. 

stems are unchanged when suffixes are added ''t'lO?:?). In 

some MSS. u is written for 0 and forms with consonantal yodh are 

also found Judg. i. 24). 

In PTM the termination i of the 2 s. m. is treated like a femi¬ 

nine termination (23. ii. 7, 2 pi. m. forms are like 

(for which in 28. 5 Dalman puts 

Participles. 8. nn is used with other suffixed stems than 

those named above, e. g. wdth participles (29. 7, i.e. 

§ 38. VERBAL SUFFIXES IN OTA 

Suffix forms. 1. The forms of the verbal suffixes in OTA 

and the treatment of the stems to which they are attached agree 

closely with the corresponding features of OJ. The accusative 

pronoun ‘them’ is not expressed by a suffix but by some one of 

three independent pronouns—(eight times), (three times), 

and (Dan. 6. 25). The suffixes attached to verbal stems vary 

according as the stem ends in a consonant or a vowel. In the 

former case, they are the same as the suffixes joined to nouns, 

except that '3 is ‘ me' and that is written for in the only 

case of its occurrence (Dan. 2. 23). In the latter case, the suffixes 

that actually occur are : ''L ^ (2 s. m.), 'n (§ 12), and p3. 

Perf. stems. 2. The stems of the 3 s. m. and 3 pi. m. of all 

perfects are treated as in OJ (see OJ paradigm, p. 90). Examples: 

n?2nn ':nnpn. 

The only examples of other parts of a perfect tense \vith suffixes 

are two of the 2 s. m. in Dan. 2.23 and and one 

I sing of a verb (note 5). 

Imperf. stems. 3. Imperfects with suffixes closely resemble 

those of OJ and PTM (§ 36, note 8). 3. is combined with stems 

ending in a consonant and 3 with stems ending in a vowel. Exam- 
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pies : With the suffix of the 2 pi. m. 3 is 

written, without daghesh, and in one case the preceding vowel is 

seghol Dan. 3. 15; Ezra 7.21). In the case 

of two imperfects used in a jussive sense the suffixes are added to 

the verbal stem without 7in Dan. 4.16; Dan. 5.10). 

Imperat. stems. 4. The only imperatt. with suffixes in OTA 

are (Dan. 2. 24), (Dan. 4. 20), and one from a 

verb (note 5). They agree with the forms of OJ (§ 36, note 9). 

verbs. 5. There are seven cases in OTA of verbs 

with suffixes attached. The PERFECT form ‘ I have built 

it’ (Dan. 4. 27) is peculiar in having ai for t (§28, note 6) and 

seghol for vocal shewa. Some MSS. read The other cases 

of perfect stems with suffixes (TJ?, agree with the practice 

of OJ (§ 37, notes 2 and 5). 

In the 3 s. m. IMPERFECT before 2 the sere of the indepen¬ 

dent form (nin^j is replaced by hireq (''■?2-]n^, and in the plural 

0 is replaced by ii 2 pi. m. impf. Haphel). For similar 

forms in OJ see § 37, note 6. 

The only IMPERATIVE form is the 2 pi. m. imperat. 

Haphel ''2^nn (Dan. 2. 6). 

VT verbs. 6. No change takes place in the stems of V'V verbs 

when suffixes are attached (but see § 32, note 2). 
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